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Abstract 

Sustainable energy management becomes more important due to the ever more actual problems of 

environmental pollution and limited natural resources. The fuel cell technology is one of the most 

attractive solutions in this sense. During the past decades fuel cells have been investigated and 

demonstrated for several applications. One of the most attractive applications is using fuel cell system for 

stationary energy cogeneration (CHP), since they are capable of producing thermal energy and power with 

higher efficiencies and in a more environmentally friendly way than most of the conventional commercial 

techniques.  

The purpose of this work is to investigate the feasibility of integrating a PEMFC system with a 

commercial greenhouse and to assess the mutual benefits deriving from this integration. The main task of 

this connection is to recover the low temperature wasted heat delivered by the PEMFC system and by the 

fuel reforming process in order to meet the thermal energy demand of a commercial greenhouse. 

In this study an energy analysis was performed in order to evaluate the energetic performance of the 

system. To achieve this aim, first, a model of the whole system was developed in TRNSYS environment. 

In addition to the aforesaid, a sensitivity analysis was also carried out varying the main influencing 

operating parameters in order to evaluate an optimal configuration of the system. 

Considering a commercial greenhouse’s usual thermal and electrical demand, the results shows that by 

integrating a 3 KW fuel cell system, able to cover approximately the 25% of the electricity requested 

during the year, and taking into account both heat recovery from the fuel cell system and the ones from 

the fuel reforming, roughly 30% of the heating demand of a 1000 m2 commercial greenhouse can be 

supplied. 

Keywords: fuel cell, PEMFC, commercial greenhouse, energy system 
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1 Introduction on fuel cell technology 

Fuel cells (FC) are electrochemical energy conversion devices for the conversion of primary energy of a 

fuel (usually hydrogen or a mixture rich in H2) into DC electricity. The main advantage of this technology 

is the high efficiency of conversion since a fuel cell is capable of converting the potential energy of fuel in 

electricity directly through electrochemical reactions, i.e. without the typical intermediate steps of 

producing heat and the mechanical work of most conventional power generation technologies. The 

absence of these thermal intermediate steps makes fuel cell concept simple and more efficient than other 

conventional energy conversion technologies. Furthermore the absence of fuel combustion avoids the 

thermodynamic limitations of heat engines such as the Carnot efficiency (EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 

2004). Indeed the oxidation of the hydrogen takes place electrochemically in a very efficient way without a 

direct contact between hydrogen and oxygen. During the operation, hydrogen atoms react in one 

compartment of the system producing hydrogen ions and electrons, while in a different compartment 

oxygen atoms react with the products of the former reactions to form water. The produced electrons at 

the firs compartment are driven through an external circuit in order to generate an electric current. In 

Figure 1-1 a general representation of FC’s inflows and outflows is shown. The continuous arrows in 

Figure 1-1 show the inflows and the product of the cell, while the by-products are shown using dashed 

arrows. 

  

Figure 1-1 General scheme of FC. 

Another advantage of fuel cells is their low environmental impact. In fact if the fuel is pure hydrogen, the 

by-products of the cell, will be only water and heat. The heat released is treated as waste in some 

applications, but there is always the possibility of collecting it for cogeneration purposes in order to 

increase system’s efficiency. 

1.1 Type of fuel cells and their applications 

There are several different types of fuel cells, but the overall electrochemical reaction occurring in them is 

the same, i.e.: 

 OHOH 222 2
1    

A fuel cell system consists of a fuel cell stack where the fuel mono-cells are connected together in series to 

deliver useful power. Each mono-cell, regardless of the fuel cell type, has the same main components. In 

Figure 1-2 a typical schematic of a FC is presented with the main flows that characterize its operation. A 

generic cell is composed of two electrodes separated by a liquid or solid electrolyte and an external electric 
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circuit. In the electrodes the oxidation/reduction reactions take place. In some fuel cell types the help of a 

catalyst is needed. The aim of the catalyst is to improve the kinetics of the reactions that occur at the 

electrodes. The importance of catalyst’s role increases as the operating temperature decreases. The 

electrode where the oxidation reactions take place is called “anode”, while the other, where the reduction 

reactions take place, is called “cathode”. The external circuit allows electrons to be transported between 

the two electrodes, while the electrolyte has to permit the transport of ions from one electrode to the 

other. 

 

Figure 1-2 Schematic of a generic FC. 

The main differences in the different types of fuel cells lie in materials and operating conditions. It is 

common to classify a fuel cell according to the type of the electrolyte used.  

The different types of fuel cells are (Frano, 2005; FuelCellToday – The leading authority on fuel cells, 

2012): 

 Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC). They use a material rich in KOH (potassium hydroxide) as electrolyte 

and they operate up to a temperature of 250°C. 

 Polymer electrolyte membrane or proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEM fuel cell or PEMFC) use 

a thin  proton conductive polymer membrane as electrolyte and they usually operate at 

temperature between 60 and 80°C, thus the use of an electro-catalyst like Pt or a Pt-Ru alloys is 

needed.  

 Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC) use concentrated phosphoric acid (~100%) as electrolyte. Operating 

temperature is typically between 150 and 220°C.  

 Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) have the electrolyte composed by a combination of alkali (Li, Na, 

K) carbonates, which is retained in a porous ceramic matrix of LiAlO2. They operate at 

temperatures between 600 and 700°C.  

 Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) use a solid, nonporous metal oxide, usually a ceramic material (YSZ) 

composed by zirconium oxide (ZrO2) stabilized with yttrium oxide (Y2O3) as electrolyte. These 

cells operate between 800 and 1000°C.  
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Each type of FC requires particular materials and fuel and each has its own operational characteristic, thus 

offering advantages in different applications. Fuel cells can vary from tiny devices producing only a few 

watts of electricity, to large power plants producing megawatts thanks to the modularity of the technology. 

Table 1-1 shows the main applications for the different types of fuel cells. 

Application 

Type 

Portable Stationary Transport 

Definition units that are built into, or charge up, 

products that are designed to be 

moved, including auxiliary power 

units (APU) 

units that provide electricity (and 

sometimes heat) but are not 

designed to be moved 

units that provide propulsive 

power or range extension to a 

vehicle 

Typical 

power range 

5W to 20kW 0.5 kW to 400 kW 1 kW to 100 kW 

Typical 

technology 

PEMFC MCFC 

PAFC 

PEMFC 

SOFC 

PEMFC 

Examples -Non-motive APU (campervans, 

boats, lighting) 

-Military applications (portable 

soldier-borne power, skid-mounted 

generators) 

-Portable products (torches, battery 

chargers), small personal electronics 

(mp3 players,  cameras) 

-Large stationary combined heat 

and power (CHP) 

-Small stationary micro-CHP 

-Uninterruptible power supplies 

(UPS) 

-Materials handling vehicles 

-Fuel cell electric vehicles 

(FCEV) 

-Trucks and busses 

Table 1-1 Application type of  the different FC's technologies (Dr Dan Carter, 2012). 

1.2 Advantages and disadvantages 

Fuel cells are a very promising energy technology and can address a large variety of applications. 

Compared to conventional power sources, the main features making this technology attractive are (Frano, 

2005; James Larminie, 2003): 

 high efficiency of conversion of chemical energy of the fuel in electricity. Moreover the performance 

is not dependent on the size of the system and has low effects at partial load operation; 

 low or zero emission. In case of using hydrogen as fuel the only products are electricity, heat and 

water. Besides, the environmental effects are lower than conventional power plants when 

hydrogen is produced by reforming the hydrocarbon fuels.; 

 simple concept, no moving part, silent. They are made in repetitive layers without any moving parts, 

thus they have the potential to be mass produced. Given the structure’s simplicity and the 

absence of moving part also the maintenance is cheaper and easier; 

 modular. Fuel cell system can produce more power  just by adding  more mono-cells. 

Regardless of these advantages to date fuel cell technology is not commercialized due to their high cost, 

short lifetime, low reliability and lack of demand in energy market.. Also lack of hydrogen infrastructures 

can be named as another important obstacle in front of the commercialization of this technology. 
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2 PEM fuel cell system 

A fuel cell system is the collection of all the necessary components (units, objects or items) needed to the 

operation of fuel cells stack and necessary to deliver electrical current. Of course the core of the fuel cell 

system is the fuel cell stack, but without the support of all the components of the system, it cannot work. 

The combination of all the supporting components forms the so called balance of plant (BoP). The BoP 

represents a significant fraction of the volume, weight and cost of most fuel cell systems (EG&G 

Technical Services, Inc., 2004). The exact arrangement of the BoP for a PEM fuel cell stack depends on 

the operating conditions (temperature, pressure, kind of fuel, etc.) chosen during the design process and 

the application. However, the following subsystems can be identified in every fuel cell system (Frano, 

2005; EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004): 

 oxidant supply (oxygen or air): which includes a compressor or a fan in order to drive the oxidant 

into the fuel cell stack, filters and some components with the aim of guaranteeing the suitable 

temperature and moisture level of the cathode flow;  

 fuel supply (hydrogen or hydrogen rich gas): which includes a pressure regulation valve in order to 

control the fuel side  pressure, filters and a number of components with the aim of guaranteeing 

the suitable temperature and moisture level of the anode flow; 

 heat management: which includes the heat exchangers needed for cooling the stack and for pre-

heating the inflows; 

 water management: it refers to those devices required for collecting the generated water in the fuel 

cell stack and for supplying water to the humidifiers during the treatment of the reactants; 

 power conditioning: it can be mainly identified with the inverter. It concerns all the instruments 

needed to convert DC power in output from the stack into AC power; 

 instrumentation and controls: it refers to all the instruments required in order to have a tight control 

of fuel and air feed quality, humidity level, temperature and pressure (valves, sensors, alarms, etc.). 

Moreover, if using reformate fuel, a fuel reforming system can be present with the purpose of obtaining 

suitable fuel for the fuel cell from a conventional one. During the reforming processes the starting 

conventional fuel (natural gas, other gaseous hydrocarbons, methanol, naphtha, or coal (EG&G Technical 

Services, Inc., 2004)) is reacted with some oxidant (typically steam or air) in order to obtain a hydrogen-

rich mixture. Therefore, PEFC stacks must be incorporated in a sophisticated system (Frano, 2005). 

The configuration of a PEM fuel cell system (PEMFCs) is mainly affected by a few design parameters. In 

particular, the configuration of the subsystem changes depending on which oxidant is chosen (pure 

oxygen or air), and which fuel is used. Moreover, the configuration of the system is affected by the 

operative pressure adopted and by the cooling method used to remove generated heat from the fuel cell 

stack. 

2.1 PEM fuel cell 

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has drawn the most attention because of its simplicity, 

viability, quick start up that made it suitable for several applications. 

The polymeric electrolyte membrane fuel cells are capable of generating electricity with high power density 

and high efficiency, approximately 50% and more than 80% if the produced heat consider in application 

as well. The heart of the PEM fuel cell technology is the polymer membrane used as electrolyte. This 

particular kind of membrane is capable of allowing only the transit of protons (hence the name, proton 

exchange membrane). The electrolyte layer plays a key role in the operating of a fuel cell. As stated above 

the task of the electrolyte is to allow the transit of ions from one electrode to the other, but it must also 

avoid the passage of free electrons or other substances. Typically, PEM fuel cells operate at low 

temperature, around 60-80°C allowing a faster start up than high temperature fuel cells and, thanks to the 

solid nature of the electrolyte, also make problems like sealing, assembly and handling less complex. The 
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main issue in the operation of a PEM fuel cell is water management. The electrolyte, in fact, needs a 

certain degree of humidification to allow the ion conduction through itself, and to avoid its dehydration or 

the “flooding” phenomenon. A correct management of the humidification of the inflows is necessary. 

2.1.1 Basic structure and operation 

Like every type of fuel cell the main structure of a PEM fuel cell includes the electrolyte, two electrodes 

and an external circuit with the load. The electrolyte membrane (usually Nafion) is squeezed between the 

two porous and electrically conductive electrodes. These electrodes are typically manufactured from 

carbon cloth or carbon fiber paper. Both electrodes present a layer with catalyst particles at the 

electrodes/electrolyte interface, typically platinum supported on carbon. The layer of the electrodes with 

the catalyst is called the “active layer” or “catalyst layer”1, because this is where the semi-reactions take 

place, while the layer without the catalyst is called the “backing layer” or “diffusion layer” and has the aim 

of giving mechanical support at the fuel cell structure allowing the diffusion of reactants towards the 

electro-catalyst. The active layer and membrane combination is called MEA (membrane electrode 

assembly). A basic schematic diagram of a MEA structure is shown in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1 MEA structure. 

The MEA is then sandwiched between two plates, usually made of graphite. These plates, called “flow 

plate” have a dual purpose: one is to provide the pathways for the reactant gases (so called flow field) in 

order to allow their good distribution over the surface of the electrode and, the other purpose, is to 

provide the cell with structural rigidity. The first purpose is usually reached by means of the construction 

of channels on the surface of the flow plate. Furthermore, these plates have to guarantee electric 

connection with the electrodes given that the current collector plates are located on the other side. In the 

fuel cell stack, more than one cell has to be connected together. Usually the connection in a stack is in 

series and is made via “bipolar plate” capable of electrically connecting adjacent cells. Moreover, this plate 

is capable of managing both the flow of the fuel on the anode side of one cell and the flow of the oxidant 

on the cathode side of the adjacent one and, at the same time, avoiding that they mix together.  

During the operation, fuel (hydrogen or a mixture rich in hydrogen) is provided by means of the channels 

located on the bipolar plates to the anode electrode. Thus the fuel, and in particular the hydrogen, diffuses 

in the backing layer of the electrodes up to the catalyst layer. Here, as a result of the catalyst (platinum, Pt) 

the hydrogen is oxidized by the reaction: 

                                                      
1 Technically, the catalyst layer may be a part of the porous electrode or part of the membrane, depending on the manufacturing 
process (Frano, 2005). Typically, the electrodes are cast as thin films that are either transferred to the membrane or applied 
directly to the membrane. Alternatively, the catalyst-electrode layer may be deposited onto the backing layer, and then bonded to 
the membrane (EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004). 

Anode Cathode

Backing
layer

Active
layer

Backing
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Electrolyte
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  eHH 222

 (2-1) 

The two protons delivered by each molecule of hydrogen travel through the membrane forward the 

cathode. At the same time the electrons travel through electrically conductive electrodes, then through 

current collectors, and further through the outside circuit where they produce useful work and finally 

reach the cathode side. On the cathode side, similarly, the oxidant (pure oxygen or air) is provided by 

means of the channels in the diffusion plate. The oxidant diffuses through the backing layer up to the 

active layer of the cathode. Here, at the TPP oxygen molecules are reduced by the reaction:  

 OHeHO 22 22
2

1  
 (2-2)  

 

At the end the overall reaction is: 

 OHOH 222 2
1   (2-3) 

The trickiest issue during the operation of a PEM fuel cell is water management in order to grant the 

membrane an appropriate humidification level. In fact, the membrane is usually composed of Nafion, i.e. 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE or Teflon) “sulphonated” by adding a side chain ending with sulphonic 

acid (usually HSO3), and it has a poor ionic conduction properties without a correct level of 

humidification. 

The reaction at the cathode shows that water is produced on this side of the membrane.. Although water 

in PEM is essential for its performance, water must be removed to prevent the “flooding” of the cathode. 

Flooding of the cathode is a phenomenon that occurs when water produced on the cathode occupies the 

pores of the diffusion layer. The presence of water in the pores leads to a block in the electrochemical 

reactions due to the obstructing of the oxidant diffusion through the electrode. In effect, the presence of 

water prevents the oxidant from reaching the reaction sites. Typically, generated water is removed with an 

excess of oxidant. Thus an accurate assessment of the required excess oxidant and its humidification level 

is necessary in order to avoid both the flooding of the electrodes’ pores and dehydration of the 

membrane. In fact, the amount of water that is collectable by a certain flow of oxidant is closely tied to its 

relative humidity. Usually the humidity ratio adopted is above 80%. 

2.1.2 Performance characterization 

One of the most common but more effective methods for characterizing the behavior of a fuel cell 

consist in the determination of the polarization. This curve describe the value of the voltage (U) delivered 

by the fuel cell at different values of current drawn by the load. Particularly, the current density is used 

instead of the total delivered current allowing the comparison of different cell’s performance. Current 

density is simply defined as the ratio between total current (I) and the active area of the cell (A): 

 
A

I
i   [A/cm2] (2-4) 

Therefore the polarization curve is an i-U curve which is useful in understanding the performance of a 

cell. In the following sections, will be briefly described the main variables that characterize a fuel cell and 

the principal terms that compose the polarization curve. 

2.1.2.1 Theoretical behavior 

The energy input of a fuel cell corresponds to the heating value of the inlet fuel, hydrogen. This energy 

coincides with the enthalpy of the overall reaction (ΔHreact), i.e. with the difference of the formation 

enthalpy of products and reactants. But is impossible to convert all of this energy into useful work 

(electric energy in this case), in fact, as in every irreversible chemical reaction, some entropy is produced 
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(ΔSreact). The portion of the reaction’s enthalpy that can produce useful work correspond to Gibbs free 

energy (ΔGreact), and considering that the fuel cell operates at constant temperature this energy is given by 

the following equation: 

 reactreactreact STHG   (2-5) 

where T is the temperature that reaction is occurring at. Therefore the maximum theoretical efficiency of 

the device can be defined as the ratio of the Gibbs free energy (idea useful energy output) and the 

enthalpy of the reaction (energy input): 

 
react

react

id
H

G




  (2-6) 

The Gibbs free energy of a reaction is a function of temperature and pressure, while the enthalpy is only a 

function of temperature. If standard conditions (T=25°C and p=1 bar)2 and the water generated in the 

liquid phase (i.e. considering the high heating value (HHV) of hydrogen) are considered the following 

theoretical efficiency is obtained: 

 %838298.0
02.286

34.237





id  (2-7) 

In ideal condition the generated voltage by a single fuel cell (E) is a function only of the Gibbs free energy 

of the overall reaction. As previously stated, the Gibbs free energy of the overall reaction correspond to 

the ideal maximum electrical work of the fuel cell, which is defined as the product of transferred charge 

and the electric potential. Therefore, for fuel cell the electric work in ideal condition can be written as: 

 
reactidel GEqW ,

 [J/mol] (2-8) 

where:  

z = number of electrons transferred per molecule of hydrogen during the fuel cell 

operation = 2 [electrons/molecules] 

Navg = number of molecules per mole (Avogadro's number) = 6.022 x 1023 

[molecules/mol] 

qel = charge of 1 electron = 1.602 x 10-19 [Coulombs/electron] 

Therefore the electrical work can be expressed as: 

 EFzW idel ,
 [J/mol]  (2-9) 

where: 

F = Navg qel = Faraday’s constant = 96,485 [Coulombs/(electron*mol)] 

And, therefore, the theoretical voltage delivered by a single fuel cell is:  

   
Fz

G
E react




  [V]                 (2-10)  

                                                      
2 In the following calculation of the theoretical efficiency of the fuel cell and OCV the Gibbs free energy has been assessed 

considering all the partial pressure of reactants and products equal to a reference pressure of 1 bar. 
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In real fuel cell, ideal condition corresponds to the absence of produced current, i.e. when the circuit at 

which the fuel cell is connected is open. As a result the ideal voltage is also called “Open circuit voltage” 

(OCV). Considering the standard conditions, the value of the OCV is: 

 23.1
485.962

34.237



OCVE  [V]    (2-11) 

As said previously, the Gibbs free energy of a reaction is a function of temperature and the partial 

pressures of the different reactants and products. In particular, by assuming the behavior of all chemical 

species involved in the reaction as ideal gasses, it is possible to explicit these relations by considering a 

reference pressure p0 (usually 1 bar) and by writing the Gibbs free energy in one term dependent only on 

temperature and another one linked to pressure. As a result, by substituting this formulation of the Gibbs 

free energy in the expression of the theoretical voltage it is obtained the Nerst equation for fuel cell: 
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  [V]   (2-12) 

From the last two expressions, and by considering that the Gibbs free energy decreases with the increasing 

in temperature, it is possible to see how the ideal voltage delivered by the fuel cell is affected by 

temperature and partial pressure of the chemical species involved in the reaction. If the temperature 

increases or the partial pressure of the generated water increases the ideal voltage delivered by the fuel cell 

decreases; while if the partial pressure of the reactants increase the ideal OCV also increases. Therefore, 

since the partial pressure of a chemical species is directly proportional to concentration, it is clear that in 

order to increase the performance of the fuel cell it is better to have an efficient removal of the water 

produced at the reaction site and a continuous supply of reactants. 

2.1.2.2 Irreversibilities 

As mentioned at the beginning of the previous section, only a portion of ΔGreact is useful for producing 

electricity due to the presence of a number of irreversibilities during fuel cell operation. In particular, it is 

possible to refer to these irreversibilities by considering the voltage-current density behavior of the fuel 

cell. Generally, three different irreversibilities, called “overvoltage” or “overpotential”, can be identified in 

a fuel cell (more detailed information can be found in (Frano, 2005)): 

 ηact is called “activation overvoltage” (or “activation overpotential”) and it refers to losses during 

the activation of the reaction, predominantly due to slow kinetics. In particular, this term takes 

into account irreversibilities during the charge transfer between the molecules and the electrodes. 

In order to drive this irreversible transfer a certain amount of energy is needed. It is the dominant 

loss at low current densities (up to roughly 100 mA/cm2) and in this range of current densities 

voltage decreases dramatically. [V] 

 ηohm is called “ohmic overvoltage” (or “ohmic overpotential”) and refers to the losses that occur 

when a charge is conducted through a medium. Particularly, it takes into account irreversibilities 

during charge conduction through the electric circuit and during the ion conduction through the 

electrolyte. These losses are caused by the conduction resistances of both the electrolyte and the 

external circuit. It is the dominant loss at intermediate current densities (roughly between 100 and 

800 mA/cm2) and in this range of current densities voltage decreases fairly linearly [V] 

 ηdiff is called “concentration overvoltage” (or “concentration overpotential”) and refers to losses 

connected to the faster consumption of the reactants than their providing rate. Due to this 

different rate the concentration of the reactants at the reaction sites decreases and the kinetics of 

the reaction slow down. Diffusion of the molecules through the electrodes. One reason of this 

phenomenon is difficulty of the reactants’ diffusion. It is the dominant loss at high current 

densities (larger than roughly 800 mA/cm2. In this range of current density voltage decreases 

dramatically [V] 
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Every overvoltage can be expressed as a function of current produced by the fuel cell, and in particular is 

common to use the current density instead of the total current. Therefore, for a certain values of 

temperature and pressure, it is possible to write the real voltage delivered by the fuel cell as a function of 

the current density provided: 

 
j j ipTEiU )(),()(   [V]   (2-13) 

This is the basic expression of the polarization curve of the fuel cell. Figure 2-2 shows the typical shape of 

a polarization cure as well as the three different regions where the three different main overvoltages are 

dominant. However, many electrochemical models have been developed in order to describe the behavior 

of fuel cells and a lot of mechanistic models have been developed and validated by experimental analysis 

to estimate the fuel cell performance on the basis of limited set of parameters. Therefore many different 

and more detailed formulations of the polarization cure are available in the literature (Amphlett JC, 1995; 

Amphlett JC, 1995; Ronald F. Mann, 2000; G. Naga Srinivasulua, 2011).  

 

Figure 2-2  Typical shape of a PEMFC’s polarization curve (James Larminie, 2003). 

2.1.3 Power and heat generated 

In addition to the voltage delivered, other important aspects to take into account for the characterization 

of a fuel cell are at least power, electrical efficiency and heat produced. 

If the polarization curve is already known, assessing the power generated by the fuel cell is quite 

immediate. The power produced by the fuel cell is given by the product of the current and the voltage: 

 )(iUIAPel   [W]  (2-14) 

However, the active area of a given fuel cell is constant and U, as previously seen, is a function of the 

current density, thus delivered power is only a function of the current density as well: 
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 )(iPP elel   [W]  (2-15) 

More than one method is possible when calculating electrical efficiency. A common method is assessing 

the electrical efficiency by the ratio of the voltage delivered by the fuel cell and the ideal voltage. However, 

this first method has a limitation; in fact it cannot take into account the possible recirculation of fuel. 

Thus, a second definition based on the chemical potential of used fuel is more useful: 

 

22 HH

el

el
LHVm

P





   (2-16) 

where: 

mH2 = mass flow rate of the hydrogen, the most common fuel for fuel cell [kg/s]  

LHVH2 = lower heating value of the hydrogen [J/kg] 

Besides electric power, electric efficiency is also a function of current density and, it is possible to 

demonstrate that it has the same trend as that of delivered voltage. This is not clearly evident, but fuel’s 

lower heating value is a constant and the mass flow rate can be written as a function of the current density 

thanks to Faraday’s law (more detailed information on how to calculate the mass flow rate of chemical 

species involved in fuel cell’s operation are presented in Appendix I):  

 
222 HHH M

Fz

iA
m 




   [kg/s]   (2-17) 

Therefore by introducing the expression of the mass flow rate of hydrogen and the expression of power 

2-14 )(iUIAPel   [W]  (2-14 in the electrical efficiency equation, current density and active area 

will be simplified and the only non-constant term will be the voltage. Thus, by introducing a constant of 

proportionality “k”: 

 )()( iiUk elel     (2-18) 

Finally, heat generated by the fuel cell can also be evaluated as a function of current density. The heat 

produced is given by: 
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 [W]   (2-19) 

The typical shapes of the three quantities discussed in this section as a function of current density are 

presented in the following figures. A single fuel cell with an area of 232 cm2 at a temperature of 70°C was 

considered to obtain both the figures. The fuel cell was fed with hydrogen and air. The hydrogen was 

supplied with an excess rate of 1.15 and the air with a stoichiometry ratio of 2.5. Comparing the electrical 

efficiency and the cell voltage, Figure 2-3 shows that the trend of the two quantities is the same. Figure 2-4 

shows the trend of the electrical and thermal power generated by the cell. It is possible to see that the 

electrical power has a maximum; however, this maximum doesn’t occur at the same condition of 

maximum efficiency. On the contrary, the generated heat increases with the increase of the current 

density.  
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Figure 2-3 Polarization curve and efficiency curve of a single 232 cm2 fuel cell at 70°C obtained by means of TRNSYS software. 

 

Figure 2-4 Generated power and heat of a single 232 cm2 fuel cell at 70°C obtained by means of TRNSYS software. 

All the curves presented are very important during the design of a fuel cell stack in order to identify a 

suitable operating point of the fuel cells. The first design input is the desired power output. In addition a 

certain level of efficiency can be required. The operative current density or the voltage has to be chosen in 

order to get an appropriate level of electrical efficiency. Therefore it is better to avoid values of current 

that are too high or values of voltage that are too low. On the other hand if the current density chosen is 

too low, the power generated by each cell is low and a bigger fuel cell stack is required in order to achieve 

the same output power. Moreover, the generated heat curve is useful for designing a suitable cooling 

system, and for understanding the feasibility of a cogeneration application. 

Actually, not all heat delivered by fuel cells can be recovered. Indeed part of this heat is lost due to the 

evaporation of the generated water inside the cells, and another part is lost to the ambient due to 

convection phenomena. Therefore, heat recoverable by a cooling system is possible to write as: 

 lossevagcool QQQQ   [W]   (2-20) 
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where: 

Qeva = heat needed for the evaporation of the fraction of generated water that evaporates 

and it depends on the increase in temperature of the flows inside the fuel cell together with 

the their pressure drop[W] 

Qloss= lost heat to the ambient due to the convection phenomena and it greatly depends 

on the level of insulation adopted [W] 

In the economical point of view, low values of current density mean high efficiency, thus low costs of 

operation due to smaller fuel consumption. At the same time low current density means low generated 

power by each cell, thus higher capital costs for the system because bigger fuel cells and/or a larger 

number of cells are necessary in order to provide the desired output power. On the other hand, high 

values of current density mean high generated power by each cell, thus lower capital costs for the system, 

but at the same time this means low efficiency, thus higher running costs. Therefore, a trade-off between 

efficiency and generated power is necessary during design. Other possible design parameters can be the 

size (volume) and weight of the stack. In particular, the first is directly linked with the number of fuel cells 

and their area. The limitation coming from these additional design parameters together with economic 

reasons can be conflict with the pursuit of high efficiency. Therefore, a compromise solution that meets 

key requirements is needed. 

However, a number of some rules of thumb can be detected during a design process. In most applications 

the operative voltage used is not lower than 0.6 V in order to avoid having a low efficiencies device. 

Usually, the active area is between 50 and 300 cm2; a larger active area makes achieving uniform operative 

conditions difficult. Moreover, fuel cells numbers larger than 200-250 are rather uncommon. The number 

of cells is limited due to the compression forces needed to keep the cells together, and to avoid pressure 

drops along the manifolds. 

2.1.4 Operating parameters 

The main parameters that affect the performances of a fuel cell are its operative or running temperature, 

running pressure and the moisture level of the reactants at the entrance. Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 show 

how temperature and pressure affect the polarization curve of a single PEM fuel cell. 

 

Figure 2-5 Polarization curves of a single PEM fuel cell obtained by means of TRNSYS software at ambient pressure and at 
different temperatures. 

The increase of the operative temperature improves the kinetics of the reactions both at the anode and at 

the cathode, thus both activation and concentration overvoltage decrease. Figure 2-5 shows how the 

decreases of these losses affect the upper and the bottom part of the polarization curve. In particular, by 
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decreasing concentration losses, the slope of the last part of the curve decreases. However the effect of 

the decrease of activation losses is more difficult to see, in fact the OCV decreases at the same time. The 

ohmic overvoltage also decreases with an increase in temperature, in fact the resistance of the electrolyte 

to the ionic conduction decreases at higher temperatures. Figure 2-5 shows how the decrease of the ohmic 

losses causes the decrease in the slope of the polarization curve. However, it is possible to conclude that 

performances increase increasing temperature. 

The main result of an increase in operative pressure, i.e. the pressure of the reactant flows, is an increase 

in the OCV. Moreover, at higher pressures the diffusion of the reactant through the electrodes is also 

improved and the concentration overvoltage decreases. It is possible to conclude that an increase in 

operating pressure also increase the performances of the fuel cell. Figure 2-6 shows that higher pressure 

levels lead to an almost equal improvement at every current density. 

 

Figure 2-6 Polarization curves of a single PEM fuel cell obtained by means of TRNSYS software at 70°C and at different 
pressures. 

The membrane is better humidified with an increase in the humidification level of the inlet flow and ionic 

conduction is promoted, thus the ohmic overvoltage decreases. As a result the slope of the polarization 

curve decreases and cell voltage at higher current densities increases. 

2.2 Reactants supply system 

The description of the reactants supply system has been focused on the most common strategies adopted 

with hydrogen-air fuel cell systems since it was the configuration adopted in the model developed in this 

work. However, information about different type of supply systems are available in literature (EG&G 

Technical Services, Inc., 2004; Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003). 

2.2.1 Hydrogen supply system 

The best fuel for PEMFC is hydrogen. By reason of its high diffusion characteristic (its diffusion 

coefficient in NTP air is 0.61 cm2/s, almost four times more than methane (International Organization for 

Standardization, 2004)) and fast kinetics of the charge transfer it allows reaching highest efficiency values. 

Hydrogen is the lightest and most abundant element in the universe, but it is rarely present on Earth. It is 

usually combined with other elements, such as in water molecules and in hydrocarbons. Hydrogen must 

therefore be produced.  

In order to have an easier and more efficient PEMFC system the hydrogen can be produced elsewhere 

and then stored as a part of the system. On the other hand, hydrogen storage needs special safety 

considerations and requires a considerable amount of space compared to the size of the overall system. A 
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wide variety of storage techniques have been studied (compressed hydrogen storage, cryogenic liquid 

storage, storage in solid matrix by means of metal hydrides or chemical bounds). Each of the techniques 

analyzed offers a different compromise between gravimetric and volumetric energy density, costs and 

impact on a system’s energy efficiency (EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004).  

The most often used storage technique for hydrogen is the compressed hydrogen gas in a tank. Typically, 

the pressure adopted is very high (usually between 200 and 450 bar), however the volume of the storage is 

relevant. Due to this high pressure, the first treatment required in order to supply the hydrogen to a stack 

is a pressure regulation. A pressure regulating valve is usually present to control the anode side pressure.  

Usually the hydrogen is supplied in excess of stoichiometrically required. The aim of hydrogen excess is to 

increase pressure of fuel at the anode in order to decrease concentration overvoltage. Typically, this excess 

is up to 20% (i.e. a stoichiometric ratio up to 1.2). Usually, a closed loop is used and the excess of 

hydrogen is recirculated by means of a passive (ejector) or active (pump or compressor) device as Figure 

2-7 shows. In fact, there is a lower pressure at the outlet of the stack than at the entrance. Moreover, 

thanks to its higher temperature and moisture level compared to dry inlet hydrogen, recirculated exhaust is 

useful in order to partially heat up and humidify hydrogen coming from storage. The excess may be mixed 

with inflow in a simple mixer. However, the wet and warm anode exhaust recirculated unlikely is sufficient 

to achieve fuel’s desired temperature and moisture level; therefore a heat exchanger/humidifier is usually 

used. Typically a heater/humidifier is always needed when a humidification of the hydrogen up to 100% is 

required. All the closed loop configurations presented are shown in Figure 2-7. In order to collect water 

that can be in the exhaust, a water separator at the exit of the stack is also represented in the schematics in 

Figure 2-7. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7 Schematic of different configurations in closed loop of hydrogen supply system. a) with active recirculation: b) with 
passive recirculation; c) with active recirculation and a heat exchanger/humidifier (Frano, 2005). 
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2.2.2 Air supply system 

Due to technical difficulties, the size and weight of oxygen storage systems, pure oxygen is usually adopted 

only when air is not available, e.g. in submarines or space applications (Frano, 2005). Therefore, for most 

terrestrial applications it is more practical to take advantage of oxygen content in air. The volumetric 

fraction of oxygen in air is roughly 21%, while the mass fraction is roughly 23%. Therefore an oxidant 

flow almost five times larger has to be used compared to the case of pure oxygen supply. Although the use 

of air is more practical due to the larger amount of oxidant required the energy consumption of auxiliaries 

increases, thus the efficiency of the system decreases. Furthermore, with the use of air stack’s 

performances also decrease a little. 

When air is supplied an active device is needed in order to lead the air to the fuel cells. In a low pressure 

system, i.e. ambient pressure system, air is supplied by a fan or a blower, while in a pressurized system a 

compressor is used. Moreover in the latter case a backpressure regulator is required, e.g. in the schematic 

diagram b) of Figure 2-8 a backpressure regulator is used. Figure 2-8 shows a basic schematic of an air 

supply system both in ambient and pressurized configuration. In addition when air is used as oxidant, the 

incoming air has to be cleaned up by means of a filter.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Schematic of basic air supply system. a) low pressure configuration: b) pressurized configuration (Frano, 2005). 

Air is usually supplied with an excess larger than 100% (i.e. a stoichiometric ratio larger than 2). There are 

two main reasons for the use of an excess of oxidant. One is to increase the pressure of the oxidant at the 

cathode and to keep the concentration of oxygen along the cathode channel as constant as possible in 

order to decrease concentration overvoltage. Indeed due to the consumption of oxygen along the cathode, 

the concentration of oxygen decreases. The other one is to carry out water produced on the cathode side 

of cells in order to avoid the electrode’s flooding phenomenon. Thus by increasing the excess of air the 

performance of cells increases. On the other hand, the power consumption of the blower or the 

compressor is directly proportional to the air flow rate; moreover, a too larger excess can cause the 

dehydration of the membrane. Therefore a trade-off is required during the design process in order to 

choose the optimal value for this parameter. The exhaust consists in the excess of supplied air with a high 

moisture level (exhaust air is usually saturated) and some water in liquid form. Therefore, a water separator 

is typically used in order to collect the warm water which can be useful for humidifying inflow.  
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Air is not usually supplied in recirculation mode due to its lower value as compared to the value of pure 

oxygen and fuel. Therefore, a humidification device is typically required before the entrance of the stack. 

Moreover, exhaust air is usually saturated and can contain liquid water. Thus a water separator at the exit 

of the stack can be useful in order to use this water for humidification. Figure 2-9 shows a simple 

schematic of an air supply system with a humidification device and a water separator.  

 

Figure 2-9 Schematic of basic air supply system (Frano, 2005). 

2.3  Heat and water management 

Heat and water are the by-products of fuel cell stacks. During operation the system has to ensure the 

management of both. In particular in PEMFC systems, appropriate temperature and humidification level 

of the fuel cells must be guaranteed. In order to handle these two by-products the fuel cell system uses 

two different (but sometimes integrated) subsystems. Moreover heat and water are also required during 

the treatment of reactants before entering the stack in order to reach the desired temperature and 

moisture level. Therefore the heat and water management system are involved in the heating and 

humidification subsystems. 

2.3.1 Cooling system 

Although part of the generated heat is dissipated (radiation and convection) from the stack’s surface to the 

surroundings in any case, a cooling system is required in order to remove the heat efficiently. Moreover, 

its task consists in maintaining the required temperature as uniformly as possible in each cell. There are 

different kinds of cooling strategies, but they can be summarized in two main type: air cooling and liquid 

cooling. The choice between the two strategies usually depends on the size of the fuel cell stack. Air 

cooling is typically less efficient and it is not suitable for large capacity system. As a rule of thumb, air 

cooling can be suitable when the capacity of the system is lower than 2 kW, while the liquid cooling 

strategy can be used for larger sizes (Saeed Asghari, 2011). A liquid cooling system can also be used when 

the system adopts a cogeneration configuration. In this case, a liquid cooling medium is more suitable in 

order to recover heat, e.g. in small residential CHP systems. 

There are two main possibilities for using air for cooling purposes. The first is by using the same air 

supplied at the cathode for the electro-chemical reaction. This solution is suitable only for very small 

power systems (up to 100 W (James Larminie, 2003)). With higher capacity PEMFC system (up to 2 kW) 

the air required for cooling down the stack and the reactant air are separated. In these system the cooling 

air passes through specific extra channels built in the bipolar plates between each cell or at the edge of the 

active area (with or without fins) (Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003). 

Liquid cooling usually uses water as cooling medium. Typically this heat management strategy is required 

for systems with a capacity larger than 5 kW, where air cooling becomes not practicable. Similarly to 

cooling air, water coolant is circulated through specific extra channels built in bipolar plates between each 

cell (Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003). Heat removed by a water coolant can be further used for 

cogeneration purposes; otherwise a radiator is needed to dissipate heat removed to the environment. 

In order to guarantee a more uniform stack temperature distribution the difference between the 

temperature of the coolant at the entrance and at the exit of the stack is usually around 5°C and rarely 

above 10°C (Frano, 2005). The pursuit of a temperature distribution inside the stack that is as uniform as 
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possible has lead research to investigate the adoption of cooling systems based on phase change materials 

(PCM) (Frano, 2005). 

2.3.2 Humidification strategies 

Generated water is carried out from the stack thanks to the cathode flow and collected by means of a 

simple water separator at the exit of the stack. The recovered water is warm, roughly at the stack’s 

operative temperature, and can be used in the reactants’ humidification processes. This water cannot be 

sufficient to achieve correct humidification levels; therefore exhaust air flow will be cooled in order to get 

additional water from condensation. For some PEMFC systems (e.g. in automotive application) it is 

important to avoid the demand for extra water coming from outside. As already explained in section 0 the 

humidification of inflows is very important in order to avoid dehydration of membranes or flooding of 

cathodes. Usually, the relative humidity of air has to be larger than 80%. In order to achieve this moisture 

level a considerable amount of heat is required, and when operative temperatures increase (usually above 

80°C (Frano, 2005)) the pressurization of the systems becomes appropriate. Indeed when operative 

temperatures increase, water needed in order to achieve the desired moisture level increases, while at 

higher pressures it decreases.  

There are different humidification strategies for increasing the moisture level of inflows. In particular, 

three are ones most used in practical systems: 

 direct water injection; 

 direct steam injection; 

 water and heat recovering from exhaust. 

In the first method, water is injected on the stream in the form of fine mist, like a spray, in order to 

increase the area of contact between water and stream. Getting a spray injection of the water requires a 

pump to pressurize the water and a valve to control the injection. Moreover, a certain amount of heating 

energy is needed also due to evaporation; therefore a heat exchanger may also be required. Although this 

method is fairly expensive due to the equipment needed, it is based on a consolidate technology and thus 

it is considered reliable. Furthermore, this method is really suitable in a pressurized configuration where 

air at the exit of compressors is hot and needs to be cooled.  

The adoption of steam injection eliminates the extra heat requirement of water injection, but steam has to 

be produced. In particular, due to the system’s low operative temperature steam has to be produced with 

an extra energy source (e.g. an auxiliary boiler or if the system is fed by reformate fuel, steam can be 

produced by recovering heat from fuel reforming processes). 

The last strategy is more ingenious and it allows the recovery of both heat and water from the exhaust. In 

this strategy the inflow and the exhaust are driven in a counter flow exchanger with a water permeable 

membrane. However the heat and water recovery does not allow to humidify the inflow up to 100% at the 

operative temperature of the stack. Therefore, if this condition is required at the entrance of the stack, an 

additional heat exchanger/humidifier will be necessary. 

The basic configurations of the main humidification strategies described in this section are shown in 

Figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10 Basic schematics of humidification strategies. a) water/steam injection and condenser; b)water injection and 
additional heat exchanger; c) heat exchanger/humifier (Frano, 2005). 

2.4 Fuel reforming 

The alternative fuel to hydrogen for feeding fuel cells is represented by a hydrogen-rich mixture obtained 

by processing conventional hydrocarbons (natural gas, other gaseous hydrocarbons, methanol, naphtha, or 

coal (EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004)). The set of processes used to obtain this mixture is 

commonly called “fuel reforming” and the hydrogen-rich mixture obtained is called “reformate fuel”. The 

complexities of hydrogen storage are avoided when using reformate fuel, but reforming systems require a 

number of additional units that increase the complexity of the whole system. 

The adoption of a fuel reforming system can be driven by several reasons, but usually there are two 

possible motives: an economic one and one regarding the feasibility. The former is due to the high 

purchase cost of hydrogen and the costs of supplies. The latter is due to the size of the system: when the 

size of the system increases, the supply of the hydrogen becomes more frequent, to the point where it 

becomes unfeasible. Therefore, a threshold above which fuel reforming is necessary can be fixed. Usually, 

hydrogen supply becomes critical when the electrical output of a system is around 20 kW (James Larminie, 

2003). 

There are different applicable reforming processes in order to get reformate fuel. Each solution offers 

different advantages with respect to the hydrocarbon that is used, the system’s particular application and 

its size. In stationary applications, the most common hydrocarbon used is natural gas; instead in 

automotive and portable applications the starting conventional fuel can be gasoline and methanol 

respectively (Frano, 2005). However, four main units are always present in every solution adopted in order 

to perform the main processes required (Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003; Cecilia Wallmark, 2002; 

Gigliucci G, 2004): 

 desulfurization. It is the first treatment of the conventional inlet fuel and it is necessary in order to 

remove sulfur compounds present in the inlet fuel; 

 reforming. It is the main process of this system and provides the main conversion of hydrocarbons 

in hydrogen; 

 gas-shift. It is a process used for increasing hydrogen concentration in the mixture exiting the 

reforming and at the same time decreases carbon monoxide concentrations; 

 gas clean-up. It is the last treatment of the reformate gas produced and it is necessary in order to 

decrease carbon monoxide concentrations to the desired level. 
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Figure 2-11 shows how the units introduced above are placed along the fuel reforming process. Amore 

detailed description of the reforming process is present in Appendix III. 

 

Figure 2-11 Main units of a fuel reforming process. 

The performance of the fuel reforming system can be assessed adopting an overall efficiency of energy 

conversion, defined as follows: 
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 (2-21) 

where: 

ηfr = efficiency of the fuel reforming system 

mrf = mass flow rate of the reformate fuel produced [kg/s] 

mcf = mass flow rate of the conventional fuel used [kg/s] 

LHVrf = lower heating value of the reformate fuel produced [kJ/kg] 

LHVcf = lower heating value of the conventional fuel used [kJ/kg] 

An efficiency of the reforming process around 60-80% can be achieved when steam reforming is adopted 

to convert natural gas; depending on the technologies used in other plant units and some other specific 

aspects. 

To increase the efficiency of fuel reforming subsystems a considerable amount of heat can be collected 

along the fuel reforming processes in order to reuse it in other part of the plant (like for produce the 

steam required for the steam reforming or to preheat the air needed in the selective oxidation) or for 

cogeneration purpose. In fact, reformate fuel has to be cooled along the processes and some reactors as 

well. Consequently, even the efficiency of the entire PEMFC systems increases. Moreover, heat collected 

from reforming processes can be used during the treatment of fuel cell stacks’ inflows. 

2.5 Power conditioning 

A power conditioning subsystem is the set of devices that enables the conversion of DC power generated 

by stacks into suitable power for loads. DC power generated without conditioning is not suited to any 

possible application due to low voltage and because it is variable during operation. Therefore, power 

conditioning units are an essential part of fuel cell systems. 

Usually, DC power generated by fuel cell stacks must be converted into AC power, but the power 

conditioning strategy is chosen depending on systems’ different applications. However, typically two main 

devices can be identified (Frano, 2005): 

 DC/DC transformer; 

 DC/AC inverter. 
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DC/DC transformers have to convert the variable low voltage delivered by stacks in a regulated and 

higher voltage, while DC/AC inverters have to manage DC power in order to get AC power having the 

desired frequency and suitable for the load. 

2.6 Practical configurations of PEMFCs 

The configuration of a PEM fuel cell system is mainly affected by few design parameters. In particular the 

configuration of the BoP changes depending on which oxidant is chosen (pure oxygen or air), and which 

fuel is used. Moreover, the configuration of the system is affected by the operative pressure adopted and 

by the cooling method used to remove the heat generated by fuel cell stacks. Moreover, if using reformate 

fuel, a fuel reforming system must be integrated increasing the complexity of the overall system. 

In this section three configurations used in the following energetic analysis are described in order to 

provide practical examples of PEMFCs configurations adoptable in many applications. The configurations 

described are three. The first two configurations are hydrogen-air systems at low and high pressure, 

respectively. In the first two systems proposed hydrogen has been considered as fuel and air as oxidant. 

Thus, a hydrogen storage system is necessary for providing the fuel and a fan or a compressor is required 

to lead air through the different components of the system up to the stack as well. The last configuration 

is a reformate fuel-air system at low pressure, thus the hydrogen rich mixture is supplied by a reforming 

subsystem fed by conventional fuel. 

In the all proposed configurations, the systems are described without referring to a detailed water and heat 

management system or a specific power conditioning. Moreover, the following schematics do not take 

into account precise system capacity. 

2.6.1 Low pressure configuration 

In the low pressure configuration shown in Figure 2-12, the hydrogen required is supplied from a 

pressurized tank (usually with a pressure around 200 bars). The pressure of the hydrogen stream is 

regulated by a regulation valve. Fresh hydrogen from the storage tank is further mixed with the unused 

hydrogen, recirculated from the anode exhaust stream by using a compressor, in a mixer. The unused 

hydrogen at the anode exhaust stream is recirculated in order to increase the electrical performance of the 

system. Afterwards, the stream is heated to reach a temperature near the fuel cells’ operating temperature 

by recovering heat from the exhaust air in a heat exchanger. A heater-humidifier then guarantees the 

correct temperature and moisture level of the fuel stream at the entrance of the stack. Regarding the 

supply of the oxidant, a compressor was chosen instead of a fan in order to allow operating at pressure 

levels slightly higher than ambient pressure. Therefore, at the lowest operative pressure the system is 

pressurized so as to guarantee just air circulation. At the entrance of the system incoming air is cleaned in 

a filter not only to avoid the penetration of solid objects in the system and consequently, to prevent the 

compressor from suffering severe damage, but also to minimizing duct and pollutant contents that can be 

harmful for the fuel cells’ operation. The air compressor increases the pressure of air to meet the pressure 

losses in the components. Then, it goes through a heat exchanger and heater-humidifier to achieve the 

desired temperature and humidity levels at the entrance of the stack. As mentioned before, the exhaust air 

has been passed through the heat recovery system in order to preheat the inlet air and hydrogen (Frano, 

2005). 
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Figure 2-12 Schematic of the low pressure configuration of PEMFCs. 

A water separator was also considered in order to collect exhaust cathode stream’s liquid water, and a final 

heat exchanger where the temperature of the exhaust air will transfer to the water stream (M.M. Hussain a, 

2005). 

2.6.2 High pressure configuration 

The high pressure configuration shown in Figure 2-13 is similar to the low pressure configuration. The 

required hydrogen is supplied from a pressurized tank and the pressure of the hydrogen stream is 

regulated by a regulation valve. The fuel supply strategy is the same described in the low pressure 

configuration. Fresh hydrogen from the storage tank is mixed with the unused hydrogen, recirculated 

from the anode exhaust stream by using a compressor, in a mixer. Afterwards, the only difference is that 

hydrogen stream is heated up by recovering heat from the air exiting the compressor in a heat exchanger. 

Regarding the supply of the oxidant, the main difference between high and low pressure configuration is 

due to the high temperatures achieved after compression. The air compressor increases the pressure of the 

air to get the desired pressure level in the stack. Then, it goes through two heat exchangers and a heater-

humidifier to achieve desired temperature and humidity levels at the entrance of the stack. As mentioned 

before, the air exiting the compressor has been passed through the heat recovery system in order to 

preheat the inlet hydrogen (Frano, 2005). Then, the air is cooled in the second heat exchanger to reach a 

temperature near the fuel cells’ operating temperature by heating up a water stream. 
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Figure 2-13 Schematic of the high pressure configuration of PEMFCs 

2.6.3 Reformate configuration 

A third configuration was developed in order to integrate a fuel reforming subsystem. The possibility to 

feed the PEMFCs with a reformate fuel has been investigated only at low pressure; therefore, this last 

configuration was obtained by modifying the schematic in Figure 2-12. In particular, thanks to the high 

temperature of the reformate fuel at the exit of the reforming process, the heat exchanger between the 

exhaust air and the fuel exiting the mixer is no longer needed.  

The reforming process proposed is a steam reforming process. The natural gas is either provided by the 

grid or supplied from a pressurized vessel tank, and the pressure of the natural gas stream is regulated by a 

regulation valve. The steam reforming system proposed is composed of four main units: desulfurization 

unit (DeS), steam reformer (SR), water/gas shift (WGS) and preferential oxidation unit (PROX). At the 

entrance of the system the incoming fuel is cleaned up using a desulfurization process in order to avoid 

poisoning of any catalyst both in the reformer reactor and in the fuel cell stack. Then the natural gas goes 

through four reactors in order to be reformed. In the first reactor, the so called steam reformer, the 

natural gas reacts at 800°C with steam. In the SR heat is required in order to drive the reforming reactions; 

therefore a part of the inlet natural gas goes into a burner in order to supply the requested heat. Then the 

exhaust gases delivered by the burner are cooled with the aim of recovering useful heat for producing 

steam and to preheat the fuel before the SR.  The reformate fuel (RF) exiting the SR is cooled and goes to 

the third units. The WGS unit is composed of two reactors where the reformate fuel reacts with steam still 

present in the mixture at different temperatures, 450°C in the first reactor and 200°C in the second. These 

two reactors are called high and low temperature water/gas shift reactors (HTWG and LTWG), 

respectively. The same exothermic reactions take place in both reactors, thus a cooling device is used in 

order to keep the temperature constant. The last step of the proposed reforming subsystem is a reactor 

where carbon monoxide still present in the reformate fuel is oxidized at 120°C by means of the injection 

of a small amount of air. Similarly to the last two reactors, the reactions are exothermic and a cooling 

devise is required in this case also. The fuel is now rich in hydrogen and as a last treatment it is cooled and 

separated from the liquid water that can be condensed. 
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Figure 2-14 Schematic of fuel cell system integrated with a fuel reforming subsystem. 

Due to the different temperature levels of the various steam reforming reactors, the mixture is cooled 

between each reactor. In particular, heat has been considered removed by a water stream like in the 

previous systems. Therefore, like in all the previous configurations described, a pump (not shown in the 

schematic) has been included to allow the circulation of the water coolant through the stack and the last 

heat exchanger of the exhaust air.  
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3 Energy analysis of a PEMFCs integrated with a GH 

One of the future challenges in power generation systems is to develop clean and more efficient 

technologies in order to reduce/eliminate carbon dioxide and toxic gas emissions as well as to limit oil 

dependence (Gigliucci G, 2004).  

Within the energy consumption sectors, sustainable agriculture poses challenging task due to the 

continuous increase in world-wide population requiring an ever-increasing production yield in terms of 

agriculture which, in turn, results in an ever-increasing energy demand for the agricultural industry. The 

greenhouse, used to increase yield and for controlled growth in all climates, is one of the most energy 

demanding sectors in the agricultural industry since they need both thermal and electrical power to 

maintain the conditions required by the growing plants (Vadiee A., 2012).  

The fuel cell technology is one of the most attractive solutions in this sense due to simultaneous 

production of heat and electricity at higher efficiencies and in more environmentally friendly way than 

most of the conventional commercial techniques (Lucia Venturelli, 2009; Muhsin Tunay Gencoglu, 2009; 

Santangelo PE, 2007; Zabalza I, 2007). Fuel cells have been investigated and demonstrated for several 

applications during the past decades especially in stationary energy cogeneration systems (CHP) (Gigliucci 

G, 2004; L. Barelli, 2011; Cecilia Wallmark, 2002). 

Among the various types of FC, the PEMFC technology has been used widely in different types of 

applications such as: transportation, distributed generation units and portable electronic equipments (Dr 

Dan Carter, 2012). Although the low operating temperature of PEMFC limits its combined heat and 

power applications, its high power density and conversion efficiency, fast start up, simple operation, zero 

emissions (for pure-H2 applications), and the potential for low capital and maintenance costs have 

attracted interest for distributed power generation applications (BAO Cheng, 2010; N. Briguglio, 2011). 

Furthermore, PEM fuel cells, thanks to the possibility of working with reformate fuel can overcome the 

limitation represented by the constrained development of hydrogen infrastructures. Several techniques 

have been developed in order to obtain a rich hydrogen mixture from conventional fuel. Steam reforming 

for the conversion of natural gas is one of the best; efficient and consolidated (Frano, 2005; James 

Larminie, 2003). 

 Up to now, several studies have been carried out concerning the use of PEMFC systems (PEMFCs) in 

commercial buildings for cogeneration purposes. Design and performance analysis of high efficiency CHP 

energy systems based on a polymer electrolyte fuel cell are subject of many publications (Gigliucci G, 

2004; Zabalza I, 2007; Bagnoli M, 2005; Cecilia Wallmark, 2006). This type of cell is currently the one with 

the most advanced technological development and some cogeneration units are already commercialized 

(Frano, 2005; Wanga Y, 2011). It can be concluded from previous studies, mainly based on prototypes, 

that the PEMFC system has a potential for supplying a part of the total energy demand of commercial 

buildings. Nowadays, the main limitation remains the high cost of this technology (Wanga Y, 2011; Cecilia 

Wallmark, 2003). However, to the best knowledge of the authors, there are no publications regarding the 

use of PEMFC systems in commercial greenhouses. 

This section focuses on the design of a PEMFC system configuration for use in a commercial greenhouse 

in Sweden. The first part of this section was dedicated to the modeling of a fuel cell system and to the 

carrying out of its sensitivity analysis. Then the fuel cell system was sized in order to meet a commercial 

greenhouse demand with an area measuring 1000 m2. In addition, the possibility to feed the system with 

reformed fuel was investigated. Finally, an economical evaluation was also performed for the assessment 

of the payback period for the best system configuration deemed to be the best. 

3.1 System modeling 

In this study, a commercial greenhouse model developed by Vadiee et al. (Vadiee A., 2012) is connected 

to the PEMFC model in order to evaluate the overall mutual benefits arising from this system integration. 
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The greenhouse model is studied for the Northern climate condition by considering the Meteonorm 

weather data for Stockholm. The following assessment considered a 1000 m2 commercial greenhouse.  

The fuel cell system was modeled using TRNSYS 16 (the representation of the models developed in 

TRNSYS environment is presented in Appendix I). The fuel cell stack and some components dealing with 

their air were already present in the TRNSYS library, whereas the components dealing with hydrogen were 

created from scratch considering an enthalpy balance and an ideal behavior of the gasses.  

The fuel reforming subsystem considered is a stem reforming system fed by natural gas. The reforming 

subsystem was modeled in the EES environment. The model was simplified by considering pure methane 

instead of natural gas, the main component of natural gas.  In addition, every reactor was modeled as an 

ideal Gibbs reactor, i.e. by considering the achievement of the chemical equilibrium in each reactor (more 

detailed description of the steam reforming model can be found in Appendix II). 

In the model proposed the output power of the system was considered taking into account the efficiency 

of a basic power conditioning. A DC-DC transformer (η=0.95) provides suitable power to the auxiliaries, 

while a further DC-AC inverter (η=0.95) feeds the external load (Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003). 

Therefore all the results presented in terms of electrical power are in the form of DC power for the stack 

and in the form of AC power for the system. Moreover, all the assessed efficiencies have been calculated 

based on the hydrogen’s LHV or on the LHV of natural gas when a reformate configuration has been 

analyzed. 

In addition, the same PEMFC stack has been taken into account always during all the further sensitivity 

analysis presented in this section. Although cost assessment is not considered in the present sensitivity 

analysis, taking into account the same PEMFC stack means that the capital cost during the analysis has 

been kept almost constant. In fact, the cost of the stack represents the largest part of the system’s costs 

(S.K. Kamarudin a, 2006). Besides, the operation cost, mainly affected by fuel cost, has also been kept 

constant by keeping the current delivered by the system constant. In fact, it is well known that fuel 

consumption is proportionally linked with the current by Faraday’s law.  

Furthermore, 20°C, 1 atm and 50% were considered as the temperature, pressure and relative humidity 

values of the standard ambient condition (International Organization for Standardization, 2002). As 

additional assumption all the pressure drops in the various devices of the system considered have been set 

equal to 0.01 bars except for the stack, where a pressure drop of 0.03 bars was considered. 

3.1.1 System configuration 

The integration between a PEMFC system and a greenhouse was considered with the main intention of 

utilizing the available excess heat generated by PEMFC in the greenhouse.  

 

Figure 3-1 Coupling schematic between the PEMFCs and the GH. 
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As shown in the Figure 3-1, the system was also designed in order to use the greenhouse’s exhausted air 

exiting as inlet air in the fuel cell system. 

In this study the fuel cell system has been considered with a PEM fuel cell stack (Frano, 2005). In 

particular three different configurations of fuel cell system were developed. The three developed 

configurations are described at the end of the previous chapter in Sections 2.6.1, 2.6.2 and 2.6.3. 

Furthermore, the first two configurations will be called low and high pressure configuration respectively. 

In both these systems proposed hydrogen has been considered as a fuel and air as an oxidant. Thus a 

hydrogen storage system is necessary to provide the fuel and a fan or a compressor is required to move 

the air through the different system components up to the stack as well. The first configuration, the 

simplest one, was used in order to investigate the influence of the temperature and the oxidant 

stoichiometry at low pressure. While the second configuration was used to investigate how higher 

pressures affect the system performances. A second configuration was needed in order to manage the very 

high temperature achieved by the air at high pressure after the compression. Finally the third 

configuration, called reformate configuration, was analyzed in order to investigate the possibility of 

feeding the system with a conventional fuel, natural gas in this case.  

In all the configurations proposed two possible source of heat for cogeneration purposes were identified 

in the PEMFCs: the stack and the exhaust air after the heat exchangers. The latter source of heat was 

considered by imposing the exit temperature of the exhaust air at 40°C, and by setting an increase of the 

water used for the cooling between 10°C and 40°C. In addition, in the high pressure and reformate 

configuration supplementary heat sources were considered. In the high pressure configuration the cooling 

demand of air after compression was also considered. While in the developed reforming subsystem, 

whenever a cooling device is used, the heat exchanged was considered useful for cogeneration application. 

In particular, a heating demand is present between every reactor in order to cool down the mixture, and in 

all reactors except the reformer, in order to keep the temperature constant due to the exothermic reactions 

involved. On the other hand, every heating demand is considered supplied by means of the combustion of 

a proper amount of natural gas. The natural gas was considered burned in a conventional boiler with a 

thermal efficiency of 0.9.  

3.1.2 Air and hydrogen compressors 

The ideal gas law has been used to model the compressor and the specific heat can be considered constant 

during the compression (James Larminie, 2003): 
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where: 

ṁ = compressed mass flow rate [kg/s] 

cp = specific heat at constant pressure of the compressed fluid [kJ/kg] 

Tin = temperature of the treated flow at the entrance of the compressor [K] 

βc = compression ratio  

k = specific heat ratio of the compressed fluid 

ηis,c = isentropic efficiency of the compression 

ηm = mechanical efficiency of the compressor 

ηel = electrical efficiency of the compressor’s motor 

The isentropic, mechanical and electrical efficiencies have been considered as 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 respectively 

(James Larminie, 2003). 
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3.1.3 Hydrogen humidification 

The heat required for the humidification of the hydrogen at the inlet of fuel cell stack is determined by the 

energy balance over the fuel humidifier: 

  hinhoutHdhth hhmP ,,,, 2
   (3-2) 

where: 

ṁd,H2 = mass flow rate of dry hydrogen treated [kg/s] 

hout,h = specific enthalpy of humid hydrogen at the exit of the humidifier [kJ/kg] 

hin,h = specific enthalpy of humid hydrogen at the entrance of the humidifier [kJ/kg] 

where the specific enthalpy has been calculated by applying the following equation: 

  TccHRTch vplHdp  ,0,,, 2
 (3-3) 

where: 

cp,d,H2 = specific heat at constant pressure of the dry hydrogen [kJ/kg] 

T = temperature [K] 

HR = humid ratio of the hydrogen 

Cl,0 = latent heat of water evaporation at 0°C [kJ/kg] 

Cp,v = heat at constant pressure of the vapor [kJ/kg] 

3.1.4 Hydrogen mixer 

The mixing of fresh hydrogen coming from the tank and hydrogen recirculated from the stack anode 

outlet was considered as an adiabatic mixing. The outlet mass flow rate, temperature, humidity ratio and 

specific heat of the mixture are obtained by applying the energy and mass balance over the mixer.  

3.1.5 Design parameters 

In this study, a 3 kW fuel cell system was modeled in TRNSYS using Type 170a for the fuel cell model. 

The initial model was designed based on the low pressure configuration and mainly by considering the 

default settings of TRSYS software for the fuel cell stack settings. Furthermore, the high pressure 

configuration was used when operations at higher pressure were investigated. 

The software default settings suggest a PEMFC with a membrane of Nafion characterized by an active 

area of 232 cm2 and a thickness of 118 µm, an operating temperature of 70°C and the stoichiometric ratio 

of 1.15 for the hydrogen stream and 2.5 for the oxidant stream. Moreover, a full humidification of both 

inlet reactant flows was considered to avoid any dehydration problems of the membrane during the 

operation which is in agreement with the mathematical references of the PEMFC model in the software 

(Amphlett JC, 1995; Amphlett JC, 1995). A full saturation of both the exhaust was also assumed. In 

addition an inlet temperature of both the inflows equal to the operative temperature of the stack was 

adopted. Then, in accordance to the TMODE=1 of Type170a the temperature at the entrance and at the 

exit of the stack has been considered the same. The default operating pressure is 3.068 bars, but for the 

low pressure initial configuration it was fixed at 1.073 bars. This value was fixed according to the lowest 

pressure that allows having a pressure at the exit of the system equal to the ambient pressure. No pressure 

drop is considered in the inputs and parameters of the Type 170a used, but a 0.03 bars pressure drop was 

considered for both the anode and cathode flows inside the stack. The considered pressure drop, together 

with the flows’ temperature and humidification levels assumed at the entrance and at the exit of the stack, 

were useful in order to assess the evaporation ratio of the generated water by the cells.  
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Some modifications were applied to the Type used to model the stack in order to have more accurate 

results. First of all the electrical efficiency was redefined with the aim of considering hydrogen 

recirculation as suggested in equation 2-16. Therefore, the calculation of the mass flow rate of hydrogen 

consumed was also performed in agreement with equation 0-8 of Appendix I, i.e. without considering any 

excess. Thus the heat generated by the stack, according to equation 2-19, was also redefined in order to 

take into account the new electrical efficiency calculated. Finally, the excess of heat that has to be removed 

by a cooling system was redefined in agreement with equation 2-20 and by neglecting the dissipation of 

heat to the ambient by convection. In fact, at the low operating temperature of the PEM fuel cell an 

almost total efficient insulation can be considered. 

With these default operating settings and the described adjustments, the polarization curve and the other 

main relevant curves, represented in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3, were achieved.  

 

Figure 3-2 Polarization and efficiency curves of a single fuel cell at 70°C and at 1.073 bars obtained by means of TRNSYS 

software. 

 

Figure 3-3 Electrical and thermal output curves of a single fuel cell at 70°C and at 1.073 bars obtained by means of TRNSYS 

software. 

Figure 3-2 shows the delivered voltage of the single cell at different current densities and its electrical 

efficiency. This curve shape has a good agreement with the literature which is due to the three 

characteristic losses (activation, ohmic, and concentration overpotential) of the fuel cell (Frano, 2005; 

James Larminie, 2003; EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004). The optimal operating cell voltage used 
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during the operation is reported as 0.7 V for the terrestrial applications (Frano, 2005). . This lower limit of 

voltage is adopted in order to have a high electrical efficiency of the cell. Thus the operating voltage of the 

PEMFC was kept as TRNSYS default value equal to 0.7 V in order to have a higher electrical efficiency of 

the stack. Moreover from the polarization curve in Figure 3-2, the adopted current density in each cell is 

240 mA/cm2 and consequently, from the Figure 3-3, the obtained electrical efficiency is equal to 56.3%. 

Since the electricity demand of compressors and pump is considered to be provided by the electricity 

generated in PEMFC stack after the DC-DC converter, and due to the losses in the power conditioning, a 

3.5 kW PEMFC was considered in order to assure the 3 kW net electrical output from the system. 

Therefore, considering the active area, operating cell voltage, and required electrical power, the PEMFC 

stack should have 89 mono-cells. 

At the standard condition, due to the energy absorbed by the auxiliaries, the energy efficiency of the 

overall system is lower than the fuel cell stack and the overall electrical efficiency obtained is 49%. The 

electrical efficiency of the whole system has been calculated as the ratio between the power delivered by 

the system and the chemical potential of hydrogen consumed: 
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where: 

PPEMFC = output power of the PEM fuel cell stack [kW] 

Pparasitic = parasitic losses in the system [kW] 

ṁH2 = mass flow rate of the consumed hydrogen [kg/s] 

LHVH2 = lower heating value of the hydrogen [kJ/kg] 

Similarly the thermal performance of the system has been assessed as the ratio between the heat delivered 

by the system and the chemical potential of hydrogen consumed: 
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where: 

Qcool,PEMFC = excess of heat released by the PEM fuel cell stack [kW] 

Qrec,PEMFCs = recovered  heat in the PEMFCs [kW] 

Qaux = heating demand of the auxiliaries [kW] 

 In Table 3-1 all the main performance parameters of the adopted starting configuration are presented. 

Stack and system performance  Main auxiliaries consumption 

Cell voltage [V] 0.7002  Air compressor [kWel] 0.064 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFC [%]             56.30  H2 compressor [kWel] 0.002 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 48.98  Cooling pump [kWel] 0.003 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFC [%] 41.69  Air humidification [kWth] 2.093 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 1.53  H2 humidification [kWth] 0.501 

Generated power by the PEMFC [kWel] 3.470    

Generated power by the PEMFCs [kWel] 3.018  Extra heat sources in the system 

Heat delivered by the PEMFC [kWth] 2.569  Air exhaust [kWth] 0.118 

Heat delivered by the PEMFCs [kWth] 0.094  
Table 3-1 PEMFCs performance parameters with the default settings (T=70°C, λair=2.5 and p=1.073 bars) 
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Although this system has a fairly good electrical performance the thermal performance needs to be 

improved in the cogeneration application. 

The useful excess heat from the 3kW system is only a few watts due to the high heating demand in the 

heater-humidifier at the assumed operating temperature, i.e. at 70°C the heat delivered by the FC and by 

the exhaust air is almost equal to the heating demand for the humidification of the inflows. In particular, 

the largest part of the system’s heat demand is represented by the air humidification. 

A sensitivity analysis on the operating parameter was carried out in order to find the optimal design 

condition in the proposed system. In particular, three parameters were considered with more attention: 

operating temperature, oxidant stoichiometry and operating pressure. These three parameters were 

considered due to their large influence on the heating demand for the humidification of the air. Although 

the influence of the humidification levels of both reactants are not negligible, due to the limitation of the 

software used it was impossible to investigate them. In fact, the humidification level of the inflows is not 

an input parameter of Type 170a. For all of these parameters the influences on the performances of the 

stack as well as system performance were taken into account. The low pressure configuration was used in 

order to investigate how the first two parameters affect the system’s behavior, while the influence of the 

pressure was studied by means of both the low and high pressure configurations. 

3.2 Result and discussion 

The kinetics of the reactions inside the fuel cell improves by increasing operating temperature and 

performances will also increase (Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003; EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 

2004). The polarization curve was used in order to evaluate fuel cell performance due to changing the 

operative conditions. The performance improvement results in an increase of the voltage delivered by the 

fuel cell for a certain value of the current density. Here, the operative temperature was varied between 

55°C to 75°C  in order to investigate the fuel cell performance. The normal operating range for a PEMFC 

is 60-80°C (EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004). Figure 3-4 shows the polarization curves of a single 

fuel cell obtained by means of the TRNSYS software. Figure 3-4 also, shows the performance changing of 

the fuel cell in terms of voltage at different temperatures, while Figure 3-5 shows the curves of efficiency.  

 

Figure 3-4 Polarization curves of a single fuel cell at different operating temperatures. 
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Figure 3-5 Electrical efficiencies of a single fuel cell at different operating temperatures. 

Both the figures above show that the variation of the operative temperature affects the performances of 

the fuel cell mostly at higher current densities (Lin Wang, 2003; M. Coppoa, 2006; Chrysovalantou 

Ziogoua, 2011). In fact, at lower current densities the benefits coming from higher operative temperatures 

are fairly compensate by the reduction of the Gibbs free energy (Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003). In 

particular, from the above figures, it can be concluded that at current densities below 300 mA/cm2, a little 

variation of the operative temperature has not significant effect on the cell performance.  

In order to understand how the variation of the operation temperature affects the system, some 

simulations were performed with different operation temperatures on the whole system. 

In Figures 4-7 and 4-8 the variations of the performances of the PEMFC stack and of the PEMFCs for 

the different temperature investigated are shown. Figure 3-6 shows that the electrical output of both is 

fairly constant. Actually, the two electrical powers decrease a little and, as a consequence, heat delivered by 

the stack increases. Instead, heat delivered by the whole system increases significantly thanks to the lower 

heating demand for the humidification of the air at lower temperature. Consistently, with the trend of the 

curves in Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7 shows that the electrical efficiencies are fairly constant also, due to the 

constant fuel consumption at every investigated temperature. On the contrary the thermal efficiency of 

the PEMFCs has a significant improvement. 

 

Figure 3-6 Electrical and thermal output of the PEMFC stack and system at different temperatures. 
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Figure 3-7 Electrical and thermal efficiencies of the PEMFC stack and system at different temperatures. 

According to these results, it can be concluded that decreasing the operation temperature can be a 

solution in order to improve the PEMFCs in cogeneration application. However, decreasing the operation 

temperature cause a reduction of the quality of the heat delivered, therefore a trade-off will be required.   

Alternatively, if the efficiency and the output power will keep constant together, which means that at a 

lower temperature the fuel cell has to work at a lower current density, to have a constant power generated; 

the area of the each cell or the number of cell must be increased. This leads to a higher capital cost 

although the operation cost remains constant due to the constant efficiency and output power. However, 

in practice this is not possible. The results according to the second approach are summarized in Table 3-2. 

 

Temperature  

[°C] 

Cell/Stack 

current 

[A] 

Stack 

voltage  

[V] 

Number of 

cells 

75 55.68 61.95 88.5 

70 55.68 61.95 88.5 

65 55.22 62.47 89.2 

60 53.96 63.93 91.3 

55 52.43 65.79 94.0 

Table 3-2 Number of cells in series needed in order to guarantee an output of 3 kW with a voltage of 0.7 V in each cell, i.e. with a 

constant efficiency of 56.3%. 

From the above results, it is also possible to conclude that the decrease of the operative temperature does 

not affect the electrical performance of the system significantly.  

Air stoichiometry is important during the cell operation in order to ensure a suitable concentration of 

oxygen on the reaction sites. Another important task of the air during the fuel cell operation is the 

removal of water generated on the cathode. If the air is incapable of correctly removing the water 

produced, the pores of the cathode will be “flooded” and the oxidant will not be able to reach the reaction 

sites and, consequently, the performance of the fuel cell will decrease. In the high current density 

operation condition, the oxidant stoichiometry has a considerable role (Massimo Santarelli, 2005; M.F. 

Torchio, 2005). Moreover, the oxidant stoichiometry ratio in the fuel cell has a significant impact on the 

PEMFCs thermal performance (N. Briguglio, 2011). The stoichiometry ratio has a direct influence on the 

PEMFCs heating demand due to the humidification of the inlet air. 
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Usually, the stoichiometry ratio for the PEMFC will be chosen larger than 2 (James Larminie, 2003; 

Chrysovalantou Ziogoua, 2011; Massimo Santarelli, 2005). In this study, the system is designed based on 

an air stoichiometry equal to 2.5. Thus the stoichiometry ratio was varied between 2.5 and 1.5 in order to 

investigate the fuel cell system. 

Figures 4-10 and 4-11 show that the decrease of the stoichiometry ratio of the air has a significant effect 

only on the thermal performance of the whole system. Figure 3-8 shows that the decrease of the oxidant 

stoichiometry cause the electrical output of the fuel cell stack to decrease slightly, due to the low oxidant 

stoichiometry adopted, while its thermal output increases. In the meanwhile, as it is well presented in 

Figure 3-10, the electrical output of the PEMFCs increases with the decrease of the oxidant stoichiometry 

ratio up to the value of 2, then decreases. Finally, how the thermal output of the whole system increases 

significantly due to the lesser heating demand of the inlet air is shown. 

Consistently with Figure 3-8, the curves in Figure 3-9 show the significant increase of the thermal efficiency 

of the PEMFCs. Conversely the rest of the efficiencies are quite constant. 

 

Figure 3-8 Electrical and thermal output of the PEMFC stack and system at different oxidant stoichiometry. 

 

Figure 3-9 Electrical and thermal efficiencies of the PEMFC stack and system at different oxidant stoichiometry. 
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Figure 3-10 Zoom on the trend of the electrical efficiency of the PEMFCs as a function of the oxidant stoichiometry. 

In agreement with the results shown in the previous figures, it can be concluded that decreasing the 

oxidant stoichiometry can be a solution in order to improve the PEMFCs in cogeneration application. 

However decreasing the oxidant stoichiometry will result in increasing the risk of flooding phenomenon, 

therefore a trade-off will be required. 

The performances of fuel cells increase by increasing the operating pressure since the kinetics of the 

reactions inside the fuel cell improves. At higher pressures the diffusion of the reactant through the 

electrodes is improved and the concentration overvoltage decreases (Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003; 

EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004). Here, the operative pressure was varied between 1.073 bars to 3 

bars in order to investigate the fuel cell since the normal operating range for a PEMFC goes from ambient 

pressure to 5 bars (EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2004). The polarization curve was used in order to 

evaluate the fuel cell performance due to changing the operative pressure. The polarization curves of a 

single fuel cell obtained by means of the TRNSYS software are shown in the Figure 3-11. Figure 3-11 

shows the performance changing of the fuel cell in terms of voltage at different pressures, while Figure 

3-12 shows the curves of efficiency.  

 

Figure 3-11 Polarization curves of a single fuel cell at different operating pressures. 
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Figure 3-12 Electrical efficiencies of a single fuel cell at different operating pressures. 

Both the above figures show that the variation of the operative pressure affects the performances of the 

fuel cell almost homogeneously at every current density (Lin Wang, 2003; M. Coppoa, 2006; 

Chrysovalantou Ziogoua, 2011). . The pressure does not affect the ohmic losses, thus the slope of the 

polarization curves at different pressures are almost the same and each curve is parallel to the others 

(Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003). 

It is well know that a higher operating pressure leads to an increase of the parasitic losses due to 

compression. Therefore, is not obvious that by increasing the operative pressure the system efficiency 

increases also. In order to understand how the variation of the operation pressure affects the system, some 

simulations were performed with different operation pressures on the whole system. The high pressure 

configuration was used in order to investigate the two highest operative pressure contemplated.  

The variations of the performances of the PEMFC stack and of the PEMFCs for the different pressure 

investigated are shown in the figures 4-15 and 4-16. Figure 3-13 shows that although the electrical output 

of the stack increases at higher pressure, the electrical output of the system decreases. Actually the 

electrical output of both is fairly constant up to 1.33 bars, while at higher pressure values the increase of 

parasitic losses due to the compression are largely dominant on the increase of the stack’s electrical 

performance. As a consequence the heat delivered by the stack decreases. Instead the heat delivered by the 

whole system increases significantly thanks to the lower heating demand for the humidification of the air 

at higher pressure and to the heat delivered by the compression. Consistently with the trend of the curves 

in Figure 3-13, Figure 3-14 shows that efficiency also has a similar trend, due to the constant fuel 

consumption at every investigated pressure. Therefore the thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs has a 

significant improvement. 
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Figure 3-13 and thermal output of the PEMFC stack and system at different pressure. 

 

Figure 3-14 Electrical and thermal efficiencies of the PEMFC stack and system at different pressure. 

According to these results, it can be concluded that increasing the operation pressure can be a solution for 

improving the PEMFCs in cogeneration applications just at low values. In fact, at higher pressure levels 
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the heat flux delivered by the system becomes larger than the electrical power due to the heat recovered 

during the cooling of air at the exit of the compressor. This occurs due to the considerable amount of heat 

delivered by the compressor. 

From the sensitivity analysis above it can be concluded that by reducing the operating temperature and the 

oxidant stoichiometry and increasing the operative pressure, the thermal performance of the system 

improves; however if the pressure is not increased too much, the power generated is almost constant due 

to negligible changes in the electrical efficiency. 

However, the lowest practical operating temperature in the PEMFC system is 60°C since by decreasing 

the operative temperature the possibility of utilizing the delivered heat will be reduced. Therefore, the 
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oxidant stoichiometry in this concept was considered to be the same value as used in former studies 

(Cecilia Wallmark, 2002; James Larminie, 2003). 

Concerning the pressure, all the values investigated can be suitable, but a trade-off is required in order to 

find the best compromise between the electrical and thermal efficiency. In this concept, a pressure value 

of 1.23 bars was chosen in order to keep the electrical efficiency almost at the same level of the lower 

pressure operation and increase the thermal efficiency. Moreover in most applications low operative 

pressure levels are used, in the vast part of cases the ambient pressure is used. 

Therefore, a fuel cell system that works at 60°C, 1.23 bars and with an oxidant stoichiometric ratio equal 

to 2 was chosen as a possible best solution in order to get cogenerative PEMFCs. With this setting, the 

performances of the system is reported below in Table 3-3. 

Stack and system performance  Main auxiliaries consumption 

Cell voltage [V] 0.702  Air compressor [kWel] 0.136 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFC [%]             56.45  H2 compressor [kWel] 0.001 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 48.02  Cooling pump [kWel] 0.003 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFC [%] 42.97  Air humidification [kWth] 0.722 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 28.01  H2 humidification [kWth] 0.241 

Generated power by the PEMFC [kWel] 3.479    

Generated power by the PEMFCs [kWel] 2.959  Extra heat sources in the system 

Heat delivered by the PEMFC [kWth] 2.648  Air exhaust [kWth] 0.041 

Heat delivered by the PEMFCs [kWth] 1.726  
Table 3-3 PEMFCs performance with the best chosen operating condition (T=60°C, λair=2 and p=1.23 bars). 

With the best chosen settings the electrical output of the system was kept almost constant while, thanks to 

the lower temperature and oxidant stoichiometry together with the higher operative pressure, the thermal 

capacity improves significantly. Figure 3-15 contains a comparison between the efficiencies of the system 

with the default setting and with the best chosen settings. 

 

Figure 3-15 Electrical and thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs with the default setting and with the best chosen settings. 
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oxidant. Therefore, the thermal performances of the fuel cell system will improve during the colder 

periods of the year. 

Although the PEMFC was designed to cover the thermal and electrical demands of the greenhouse, 

greenhouse can also improve the fuel cell system performance by providing the warm and humid air for 

the fuel cell system. The average temperature of commercial exhaust air during the year is about 20°C with 

an average relative humidity of 85% which is considerably higher than the annual ambient temperature 

and humidity in Stockholm (Thornton, 2004). Therefore, by using the greenhouse exhausted air as the 

PEMFC inlet air, the required heating demand for raising the inlet air temperature and humidity to the 

desired value will be reduced. Similarity of the composition of greenhouse air to ambient air makes such 

an application possible (Vadiee A., 2012). 

In this study the thermal performance of PEMFCs was studied for both the annual average ambient air 

and greenhouse outlet air condition relative to the temperature and humidity of the PEMFC inlet air. The 

results are shown in Figure 3-16. Figure 3-16 shows that using the greenhouse exhausted air as PEMFC 

system inlet air increases the available excess heat flux in the PEMFC. In Figure 3-16 the improvement 

given by the integration of a PEMFCs with the GH is presented both in terms of heat flux delivered by 

the system, and in terms of the thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs. 

 

Figure 3-16 Thermal output and efficiency of the PEMFCs with different air conditions at the inlets and at different temperatures. 

The PEMFCs considered were set with the best chosen settings coming from the sensitivity analysis. “Amb” and “GH” refers, 

respectively, to the use of the annual average ambient of Stockholm and greenhouse outlet air condition. 

By considering a 3kW PEMFC working at full load during the whole year, more excess heat, 

approximately 876 kWh, will be obtained by PEMFC by integrating a commercial greenhouse to a 

PEMFC due to the lower heat demand for the humidification of the air. For the different operating 

temperature, heat delivered by the best chosen system is improved by 6%. 

The overall performance of a 3kW PEMFC integrated with a 1000 m2 commercial greenhouse located in 

Stockholm is obtained and the results are summarized and presented in Table 3-4.  
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Stack and system performance  Main auxiliaries consumption 

Cell voltage [V] 0.702  Air compressor [kWel] 0.136 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFC [%]             56.45  H2 compressor [kWel] 0.001 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 48.01  Cooling pump [kWel] 0.003 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFC [%] 42.97  Air humidification [kWth] 0.716 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 28.12  H2 humidification [kWth] 0.241 

Generated power by the PEMFC [kWel] 3.479    

Generated power by the PEMFCs [kWel] 2.959  Extra heat sources in the system 

Heat delivered by the PEMFC [kWth] 2.648  Air exhaust [kWth] 0.042 

Heat delivered by the PEMFCs [kWth] 1.733  
Table 3-4 Performance of a 3kW PEMFCs with the best chosen operating condition (T=60°C, λair=2 and p=1.23 bars) and 

integrated with a commercial GH. 

The obtained annual heating demand for the proposed greenhouse is about 117 kWh/m2 (Vadiee A., 

2012). Therefore, a 3kW PEMFC that operates with the best chosen operating condition and at full load 

for the whole year can supply maximum 13% of the total annual heating demand of the commercial 

greenhouse and 25% of its electricity demand.  

Alternatively, the PEMFC can be designed and sized in order to supply the electrical demand of the 

greenhouse. The electrical energy demand in a commercial greenhouse is almost the same as its thermal 

energy demand. However, the PEMFC gives better performance in power generation rather than in heat 

production. 

The annual electricity demand for the greenhouse proposed is 102 kWh/m2 (Vadiee A., 2012). However, 

in this study, the proposed PEMFC system produces 11.6 kW output power. With the optimal 

configuration, which was discussed earlier, this system would be able to cover about 50% of the annual 

thermal demand of the GH while the total electrical demand would be covered by PEMFC. The overall 

characteristics of this system are presented in Table 3-5. 

Stack and system performance  Main auxiliaries consumption 

Cell voltage [V] 0.702  Air compressor [kWel] 0.527 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFC [%]             56.45  H2 compressor [kWel] 0.005 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 48.58  Cooling pump [kWel] 0.012 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFC [%] 42.97  Air humidification [kWth] 2.775 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 28.12  H2 humidification [kWth] 0.932 

Generated power by the PEMFC [kWel] 13.480    

Generated power by the PEMFCs [kWel] 11.600  Extra heat sources in the system 

Heat delivered by the PEMFC [kWth] 10.260  Air exhaust [kWth] 0.161 

Heat delivered by the PEMFCs [kWth] 6.713  
Table 3-5 Performance of a 11.6kW PEMFCs with the best chosen operating condition (T=60°C, λair=2 and p=1.23 bars) and 

integrated with a commercial GH. 

From the model it was possible to see that the heat delivered by the exhaust air represent a tiny part of the 

whole heat delivered by the system. Almost all the heat of the exhaust air is used into the heat exchangers 

in order to increase the temperature of the reactants. Thus, almost the entire heat available for 

cogeneration purposes is delivered by the fuel cell stack. But the coolant inside the stack must not change 

its temperature more than roughly 10°C in order to keep the temperature inside the stack as homogeneous 

as possible (Frano, 2005). A homogeneous temperature inside the PEMFC stack is needed to avoid 

degradation of the cell materials through thermal loading. In addition, by increasing the size of the system 

the amount of hydrogen requested will be increased and the hydrogen storage needs to be refilled more 

frequent. Over a certain size threshold the hydrogen supply with a storage system becomes infeasible due 
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to unsustainable frequency of refilling. Thus a fuel reforming subsystem is required. With a fuel reforming 

the system can use a conventional and more available fuel and the hydrogen storage is no longer needed. 

Moreover, the fuel reforming subsystem represents an additional source of heat at higher temperatures 

and it can be useful in increasing the heat recovery. 

The proposed steam reforming subsystem has an energy conversion efficiency of 67% and it produces a 

reformate fuel with a hydrogen dry volumetric fraction of roughly 80% and a negligible presence of 

carbon monoxide (<1 ppm). The energy conversion efficiency of the reforming subsystem was defined as 

the ratio between the potential energy of reformate fuel produced and the potential energy of the natural 

gas in used as input.  

The overall performance of a 3kW PEMFC fed by reformate fuel and integrated with a commercial 

greenhouse located in Stockholm is obtained and the results are summarized and presented in Table 3-6. 

In the reformate configuration the electric efficiency of the PEMFCs is given by the multiplication 

between the electric efficiency defined in equation 3-4 and the energy conversion efficiency of the 

reforming. While the thermal efficiency is given by considering the heat sources in the reforming as extra 

heat recovered and the energy potential of the natural gas as energy input.  

Stack and system performance  Main auxiliaries consumption 

Cell voltage [V] 0.698  Air compressor [kWel] 0.136 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFC [%]             56.15  H2 compressor [kWel] 0.001 

Electric efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 32.00  Cooling pump [kWel] 0.003 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFC [%] 43.23  Air humidification [kWth] 0.716 

Thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs [%] 46.47  H2 humidification [kWth] 0.139 

Generated power by the PEMFC [kWel] 3.46    

Generated power by the PEMFCs [kWel] 2.94  Extra heat sources in the system 

Heat delivered by the PEMFC [kWth] 2.66  Air exhaust [kWth] 0.060 

Heat delivered by the PEMFCs [kWth] 4.27  Reforming [kWth] 2.400 
Table 3-Performance of a 3kW PEMFCs fed by reformate fuel, with the best chosen operating condition (T=60°C, λair=2 and 

p=1.23 bars) and integrated with a commercial GH. “Global” identifies the performance of the system after the integration with 

the reforming subsystem. 

Although the introduction of a fuel reforming subsystem causes a decrease in the electrical efficiency of 

the whole system, it allows a significant improvement for cogenerative application. Thanks to integration 

with the reforming subsystem the total delivered heat by the PEMFCs is increased by a factor of almost 

three. A 3kW PEMFCs fed by reformate fuel that operates at full load for the whole year can supply 

roughly 30% of the total annual heating demand of the commercial greenhouse.  

In addition, a more efficient fuel reforming subsystem is developed by assuming that one third of the heat 

delivered by the reforming processes is reused inside the subsystem. In fact, in the previously adopted 

reforming subsystem, each heat demand during the reforming process was considered covered by the 

combustion of a proper amount of natural gas and each excess of heat was considered usefull for 

cogeneration. With this assumption the saving of a certain amount of burned natural gas becomes possible 

and the reforming process reaches an energy conversion efficiency of roughly 78%. Compared with the 

lower efficient fuel reforming subsystem, the increase in the efficiency of the reforming process causes the 

increase of the overall electrical efficiency of the system and thermal efficiency decreasing. Figure 3-17 

shows a comparison between the system integrated with the GH without reforming and with both the two 

possible reforming processes. 
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Figure 3-17 Electrical and thermal efficiency of the PEMFCs with the best chosen settings integrated first only with the GH and 
further with even a low and a high efficient fuel reforming subsystems. 

Moreover with the use of reformate fuel and, due to the recirculation of the anode flow, carbon dioxide is 

accumulated in the system. As a consequence of the carbon dioxide concentration increasing, the 

concentration of the hydrogen decreases, thus the concentration losses at the anode increase. Thus, a 

purge system has to be used in order to avoid a decrease of the performance of the fuel cell stack. The 

purge system consists in a valve that allows the elimination of the anode exhaust after a certain number of 

recirculation. The exhaust eliminated is a wet mixture mainly composed of carbon dioxide with tiny 

fraction of hydrogen. This mixture can be used as a useful source of carbon dioxide for the greenhouse. 

The average volumetric flow rate of this mixture for the 3kW PEMFCs is 0.5 Nm3/hr.  

3.2.2 Economical evaluation 

In addition to the performed energetic considerations, a common economical evaluation based on the 

estimation of the simple payback period, was accomplished. The simple payback is a period of time in 

which a project’s energy savings should equal the amount of money invested, which usually excludes 

interest. The payback estimation was performed by considering the following parameters: 

Electricity cost for industrial sector (Swedish energy 

Agencyet, 2013) [c€/kWh]  
9.29 

Hydrogen cost [c€/kWh] 2.77-5.54 

Natural gas cost for industrial sector (Swedish energy 

Agencyet, 2013) [c€/kWh]  
4.82 

PEMFCs cost (S.K. Kamarudin a, 2006; Kazim, 2005) 

[€/kW] 
1900 

Weight of the reforming system (S.K. Kamarudin a, 

2006) [%] 
20 

Capital cost of a conventional boiler [€/kW] 100 

Thermal efficiency of a conventional boiler [%] 75 

Table 3-6 Main parameter adopted during the economic analysis. 
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Hydrogen cost was considered affected by the distance of the power plant from the hydrogen production 

plant. In the table above, the lower bound of hydrogen cost refers to a typical cost of a large-scale 

production plant based on natural gas reforming, while the upper bound is given by increasing the 

previous cost with the average cost of the transportation of compressed hydrogen for 100 miles 

(International Energy Agency (IEA) , 2006; Kazim, 2005). 

Furthermore, during the performed calculation the electricity produced by the system was considered 

completely auto–consumed by the greenhouse. 

In this analysis, the simple payback period of the requested capital cost for the PEMFCs was calculated as 

differential simple payback period (DSPB). With the DSPB it is possible to estimate the simple payback 

period when an older system has to be replaced due to a failure or when a new system has to be built and 

a decision between two technologies has to be taken. The differential simple payback period was 

calculated between a PEMFCs and a conventional boiler. The following equation was used: 

 
PEMFCsboiler

boilerPEMFCs

cc

CC
DSPB




 [years]  (3-6) 

where: 

CPEMFCs = capital cost of the PEMFCs [euro] 

Cboiler = capital cost of a boiler with the same thermal capacity of the PEMFCs considered 

[euro] 

cboiler = annual cost for the production of the heat delivered by the PEMFCs considered by 

means of the boiler [euro/year] 

cPEMFCs = annual cost for the production of the heat delivered by the PEMFCs considered 

by means of the PEMFCs [euro/year] 

The DSPB was assessed for all the developed 3kW PEMFCs and for the two possible hydrogen price of 

Table 3-6. The results are shown in Figure 3-18.  

 

Figure 3-18 DSPB of the developed 3kW PEMFCs. 

From the performed economic analysis, it can be concluded that the cost effectiveness of reforming 

subsystem depends greatly on the hydrogen and natural gas price. If hydrogen has a more affordable price 

than natural gas, the DSPB of the PEMFCs fed by hydrogen will be the lowest one, and the integration 

with a reforming subsystem will cause the increase of the DSPB. On the other hand, if the hydrogen is 

expensive, the DSPB of the PEMFCs fed by hydrogen will be the highest one, and the integration with a 
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reforming subsystem will allow the decrease of the DSPB. In particular it is possible to conclude that 

greater is the hydrogen price, larger are the advantages coming from the reforming. 

Moreover is possible to conclude that, due to the low cost of the electricity in Sweden compared with the 

cost of the natural gas, the most efficient configuration of fuel reforming subsystem is not economically 

convenient. Although the low efficient configuration produce a low amount of electricity, the significant 

larger amount of heat delivered makes it more economically viable 

3.3 Conclusion 

An energy analysis of a PEM fuel cell power system for a cogeneration application was carried out. In 

addition, a parametric study was conducted to examine the effect of varying operating conditions on the 

electrical and thermal performance of the system. It was found that, by decreasing the operative 

temperature, the thermal efficiency of the system increases and, at the same time, electrical efficiency will 

be constant. Moreover, similar results were obtained by decreasing the oxidant stoichiometry ratio. Still 

the same trends were found slightly increasing the operative pressure, while at higher values the drop in 

electrical efficiency was significant due to the large parasitic losses at the compressor. 

The PEMFC system studied was then integrated with a commercial greenhouse in order to assess the 

possible mutual benefits arising. It was found that by utilizing the greenhouse exhaust air as inlet air in the 

fuel cell system, the thermal performance of the system increases since the heating demand will be 

decreased due to higher initial temperature and humidity level. A PEMFCs integrated with a GH was 

designed using the main results of the sensitivity analysis in order to improve the thermal efficiency of the 

PEMFCs. Thus, some simulation was performed. It was found that the integration with the GH allows an 

increase of the heat delivered of 6%. Moreover, with 3kW PEMFCs it is possible to cover 13% of the 

annual heating demand of a 1000 m2 commercial greenhouse. With a 11.6 kW PEMFCs, the total annual 

electricity demand will be covered while 50% of the annual heating demand will be supplied. 

Nevertheless, the limitation in heat recovery due to the limit in temperature variation of the coolant 

suggest that the heat recovered from the power system could be used only to partially warm up the TES 

used (usually a water tank). Thus, it would be better to size the PEMFCs in order to supply a part of 

greenhouse heating demand instead of covering it totally. 

Lastly, the developed 3kW PEMFCs already integrated with the GH, was integrated with a fuel reforming 

subsystem. This integration allows improving the cogenerative capacity of the whole system and to 

partially avoid the PEMFCs limitation in heat recovery thanks to its higher operative temperature. 

Moreover, it allows feeding the system with a conventional and more available fuel. The thermal output of 

the obtained system was one and a half times larger than the PEMFCs integrated only with the GH. While 

the electrical efficiency was decreased up to 32% due to the efficiency of the modeled reforming 

subsystem. However, it was found that the designed 3kW PEMFCs integrated with both the GH and the 

reforming system is capable of covering almost 30% of the total annual heating demand of a 1000 m2 

commercial greenhouse and in addition to provide a 0.5 Nm3/hr of CO2 useful for the greenhouse needs. 

Although the CO2 enrichment  in the greenhouse is not studied here. 

From the performed economic analysis has been possible to conclude that the economic viability of the 

energy system is greatly affected by the hydrogen and natural gas price and by the electricity price. In 

particular the advantages of the introduction of reforming subsystem depends greatly on fuels prices. 

However if an average hydrogen price is chosen the PEMFCs fed by hydrogen achieves a value of DSPB 

similar to the low efficient reformate configuration, i.e. around 6 years. Therefore the choice of a 

reformate or not reformate configuration can be made just on the size of the system. The  low efficient 

configuration of the fuel reforming subsystem is the most cost effective, due to the significantly larger 

amount of heat delivered.  
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3.1 Future work 

In this work an energetic evaluation of the feasibility of a cogeneration application of a PEMFCs was 

assessed without considering a real heat recovery subsystem. Therefore further study can focused on the 

identification of a suitable Thermal Energy Storage (TES). Moreover, when the PEMFCs is fed with pure 

hydrogen, it has been found that the largest part of the heat delivered comes from the stack. But due to 

stack’s specific technical requirements the coolant inside it doesn’t greatly changes its temperature. 

Therefore, the use of a phase change material could be an attractive solution for future studies on the heat 

recovery subsystem.  

Furthermore a thermo-economical study needs to be assessed for the PEMFC system integrated with a 

commercial greenhouse by applying variable thermal and electrical loads during one year. Thus, a study of 

the behavior of the system at partial load and during the transients should be performed. 
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Appendix I – Reactants flow rate 

The generated current in a fuel cell is a direct consequence of the released electrons by the reactant 

hydrogen. Thus a proper mass flow rate of reactant gases has to be provided to the fuel cell in order to get 

a certain current value. The rates at which the reactants have to be supplied to the fuel cell, in order to get 

a certain current, can be assessed with the Faraday´s low. The reactants are usually supplied to the fuel cell 

at a rate larger than the rate at which they are requested by the desired electrical output. However by 

means of the Faraday’s low it is possible to calculate the rate at which a reactant is consumed as a function 

of the total current delivered by the cell as follows: 

 
Fz

I
N iR


,

  [mol/s]   (0-1) 

where: 

I = current delivered by the fuel cell 

z = number of electrons transferred per molecule of reactant considered (z=2 for 

hydrogen and z=4 for oxygen) during the fuel cell reaction [electrons/molecules] 

F = Faraday’s constant = 96,485 [Coulombs/(electron*mol)] 

Therefore for hydrogen and oxygen the consumption rate is: 
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When air is used as oxidant the Faraday’s low has to be modified taking into account the oxygen molar 

fraction in air. The result is the next equation: 
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where 

yO2 = oxygen molar fraction in air = 0.21 

With the Faraday’s law, it is also possible to assess the rate at which the water is produced: 
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All the assessed molar flow rates can be written as mass flow rates just by considering the molar mass of 

each reactant. Therefore the mass flow rate of a generic reactant is: 

 iRiR M
Fz

I
m ,, 


  [kg/s]  (0-6) 

where: 

MR,i = molar mass of the i-th reactant [kg/mol] 

In most cases reactants are supplied in excess of stoichiometrically required. In order to calculate at which 

rate the reactants are supplied the excess has to be considered. Therefore the general equation to find the 

mass flow rate at which a reactant is supplied is: 
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 iRiRiR M
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   [kg/s]  (0-7) 

where: 

λR,i = stoichiometric excess of reactant i-th sent to the fuel cell = GR,I,in/GR,i 

Finally, considering the case of a multicell configuration, also the number of the cell has to be taken into 

account. Therefore the equation in order to assess the rate at which a reactant is consumed and supplied is 

respectively: 

 iRciR M
Fz

I
nm ,, 


  [kg/s]  (0-8) 

 iRiRciR M
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I
nm ,,, 


   [kg/s]  (0-9) 

where: 

nc = number of fuel cell 
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Appendix II - TRNSYS models 

In the developed TRNSYS models have been used the following Type from the TRNSY libraries: 

- Type 170a for the PEMFC; 

- Type 754a for the air heater/humidifier; 

- Type 650 and 657 for the heat exchangers; 

- Type 667c for the heat/mass exchanger; 

- Type 742 for the water pump. 

While a specific Macro has been built for each of the following device: 

- air compressor; 

- hydrogen compressor; 

- hydrogen heater/humidifier; 

- fuel reforming subsystem. 

In addition several equation and Type 33c have been used in order to assess: 

- mass flow rate of the flows; 

- humid ratio of the flows; 

- relative humidity of the flows; 

- specific heat of the flows; 

- overall system output; 

- overall system efficiency. 

The figures below represent a simplified interface of the TRNSYS with the developed models. 

 

1 - Low pressure configuration. 
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2 - High pressure configuration. 

 

3- Reformate low pressure configuration. 
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Appendix III - Fuel reforming description and modeling 

 

4 Main units of a fuel reforming process. 

Initial fuel desulfurization is required because conventional fuels (like natural gas or petroleum derivatives) 

contain organic sulphur compounds. These compounds can deactivate the catalysts present in reforming 

reactors. Therefore, in order to guarantee a correct reforming process and to ensure acceptable lifetime of 

the system, a desulfurization step is essential. Moreover, the catalyst used in the electrodes can also be 

permanently poisoned. In order to avoid poisoning of the fuel cell or reformers, sulfur levels have to be 

below 1 ppm (James Larminie, 2003). Usually, to perform a correct desulfurization process, fuel has to be 

heated up to about 350-400°C (Frano, 2005).  

The second treatment involved in the reforming process is the most important and it gives the name to 

the whole fuel treatment, it is the reforming process. During the reforming process the starting and almost 

sulfur free conventional fuel is chemically converted in a mixture mainly composed of hydrogen and 

carbon monoxide. In order to get this conversion, the conventional fuel is reacted with some oxidant, 

typically air or steam. The unit where the reforming reactions take place is a reactor called reformer. 

Depending on which oxidant is used, three different kinds of reforming processes can be identified 

(Frano, 2005; James Larminie, 2003): 

 steam reforming (SR), if the oxidant used is steam; 

 partial oxidation reforming (POX), if air is used; 

 auto-thermal reforming (ATR), if a mix of air and steam is used; 

Each type of reforming offers different advantages. Typically, by using air the reformer is smaller, cheaper 

and has a fast respond to the load changing. Moreover this technique is suitable for a wide range of fuels. 

On the other hand, steam reforming allows higher efficiency. Nevertheless, auto-thermal reforming can 

represent a good trade-off between the first two techniques.  

However steam reforming is the most used technique for producing hydrogen. Steam reforming is a 

consolidate technology and is largely adopted in industrial processes when the production of hydrogen is 

required. Moreover, this method reaches very high efficiency when natural gas is used as the starting fuel. 

The reforming process is the result of a combination of several chemical reactions, but usually it is 

possible to refer to the reforming reactions only taking in to account two reactions: 

Reforming reaction:  
22

2
H

m
nCOnOHnHC mn 








                                       (1) 

Water/gas shift reaction: 222 HCOOHCO                       (2) 

Reforming reactions are reversible. Therefore the reforming process is typically carried out at high 

temperatures in order to reach a suitable equilibrium, at least above 500°C and usually around 750-850°C. 

At high temperatures the equilibrium point of the reforming reaction is to the right of the equation. 

Moreover, the overall reforming process inside the reformer is often endothermic. Thus, a fraction of the 

inlet fuel is burned in order to preheat the inlet fuel up to the operative temperature of the reformer and 

to supply the requested heat for driving the reactions. While steam can be produced by using heat wasted 
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along the system. However, by burning part of fresh fuel the efficiency of the overall system decreases. 

Reforming reactions are usually driven by the presence of a catalyst. The most used catalyst is nickel (Ni) 

supported in alumina (Al2O3), i.e. pellets of alumina with grains of nickel on their surface (James 

Larminie, 2003).  

The gas shift unit allows a double benefit to the reformate fuel: it decreases carbon monoxide 

concentrations and increases hydrogen concentrations. This result is achieved by means of the water/gas 

shift reaction. In the reactor of the gas shift unit the water/gas shift reaction takes place at a temperature 

such that the equilibrium point of the reaction is to the right of the equation. Usually, the range of 

temperatures adopted is between 200°C and 450°C (Frano, 2005). Therefore, carbon monoxide and steam 

are converted into carbon dioxide and hydrogen. This reaction is exothermic, therefore a cooling system 

has to be used in order to keep the temperature at the desired level. In some applications, where high 

reforming efficiency and low carbon monoxide levels are required, the water/gas shift unit can be 

composed of two distinct reactors. In both reactors the water/gas shift reaction takes place, but at 

different temperature levels. Usually, the temperature range in so called “high temperature” reactors is 

4000-450°C, while in so called “low temperature” reactors it is 200-250°C (James Larminie, 2003).  

The last step of the reforming process has the aim of decreasing the carbon monoxide concentrations up 

to desired level. Typically, the purification of the fuel involves one of the following processes: 

methanation, selective oxidation, membrane separation or pressure swing absorption. Methanation is the 

less efficient solution and it is not used as much, while membrane separation and pressure swing 

absorption are the most efficient techniques but they are really expensive and, therefore, they are used 

only in large plants. Selective or partial oxidation is a good compromise and it is the technique most used 

in fuel processing systems integrated with PEMFCs, in particular in small systems (James Larminie, 2003). 

Preferential oxidation consists in the oxidation of the carbon monoxide still present in the reformate fuel 

exiting the gas shift unit. The reaction occurring is the following: 

                                              22
2

1
COOCO                           (3) 

In order to allow this reaction a little amount of air is added to the fuel stream. To avoid having the 

hydrogen also react to oxygen, oxidation is driven by precious metal catalysts. Partial oxidation is 

performed at about 120°C and it is exothermic, therefore a cooling system is necessary. 

 

 

The fuel reforming system adopted is described in section 2.6.3, it consist in a steam reforming system fed 

by natural gas. In the proposed model the natural gas is approximated by pure methane (CH4). 

In every reactor modeled the achievement of the thermo-chemical equilibrium of the reactions that take 

place inside is assumed. Therefore, in order to find the number of moles of each chemical species at the 

equilibrium, Zreact has been introduced as molar extent for every reaction analyzed. For each reaction 

analyzed, the number of moles of the i-th reactant at the equilibrium has been written as: 

                            
eqreactiRiniReqiR Znn ,,,,,,    [moles]                    (4) 

where: 

nR,i,in = number of moles of the i-th reactant at the beginning of the reaction [moles] 

νR,i = stoichiometric coefficient of the i-th reactant 

Zreact,eq = equilibrium molar extent of the generic reaction 

While the number of moles of the j-th product at the equilibrium has been written as: 
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eqreactjPinjPeqjP Znn ,,,,,,    [moles]                           (5) 

where: 

nP,j,in = number of moles of the j-th product at the beginning of the reaction [moles] 

νP,j = stoichiometric coefficient of the j-th product 

In addition is possible to write the molar fraction of the i-th chemical specie involved in the reaction as: 
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where: 

ni,eq = number of moles of the i-th chemical specie involved in the reaction [moles] 

nj,eq = number of moles of the j-th chemical species present in the reaction environment 

[moles] 

In order to calculate the equilibrium molar extent of the generic reaction the definition of the thermo-

chemical equilibrium constant, kp, has been used. This constant is defined for every reaction in the two 

following equivalent way: 
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where: 

p = pressure at which the reaction take place [bar] 

p0 = reference pressure [bar] 

νi = stoichiometric coefficient of the i-th species involved in the reaction. In this 

expression the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactants have to be considered negative 

while the stoichiometric coefficients of the products have to be considered positive 

or by means of an expression obtained by experimental data: 

  ETDTCTBTAkLog p  234)(      (8) 

where: 

T = temperature at which the reaction take place [K] 

A,B,C,D,E = experimental coefficients present in literature (Bossel or Janaf tables) 

Therefore as first step the thermo-chemical equilibrium constant has been calculated by means of the 

equation 5, thus thanks to the equation 4 has been possible to find the molar extent of the reaction. Once 

the molar extent at the equilibrium is known, the number of moles of each chemical specie is easily 

assessable by the equation 1 and 2. 

The script of the fuel reforming system implemented in EES environment has been attached below. All 

the used chemical data in this script have been  found in the Perry’s Chemical Engeneers’ Hanbook (8th 

edition) except for the experimental coefficient of the thermo-chemical equilibrium constants of the 

reactions and where differently written. 

The main result of the following script are further used in order to create a fuel reforming macro in the 

TRNSYS environment. 

EES script: 
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"STEAM REFORMING MODEL" 
 
"Ambient and reference conditions" 
 
T_amb=20+273,15 "K" 
p_amb=1,013 "bar" 
p0=1"bar, reference pressure" 
 
"STEAM REFORMER" 
 
"Operating conditions of the steam reformer" 
 
T_sr=800+273,15 "K" 
p_sr=1,34 "bar" 
 
"Coefficients needed for the calculation of steam reforming (sr) and water gas shift reaction 
(wg) equilibrium constants" 
 
A_sr=-2,6312e-11 
B_sr=1,2406e-7 
C_sr=-2,2523e-4 
D_sr=1,9503e-1 
E_sr=-66,139488 
 
A_wg=5,47e-12 
B_wg=-2,574e-8 
C_wg=4,6375e-5 
D_wg=-3,915e-2 
E_wg=13,209723 
 
"Constants of equilibrium of steam reforming (sr) and water gas shift reaction (wg)" 
 
Kp_sr=10^(A_sr*T_sr^4+B_sr*T_sr^3+C_sr*T_sr^2+D_sr*T_sr+E_sr)  
Kp_wg=10^(A_wg*T_sr^4+B_wg*T_sr^3+C_wg*T_sr^2+D_wg*T_sr+E_wg)  
 
"Flows of reactants at the entrance of the steam reformer reactor (inflows)" 
 
m_CH4_in=1 "kg"  
StoC_ratio=2,5 "steam to carbon ratio" 
 
MM_CH4=16 "kg/kmol" 
MM_H2O=18 "kg/kmol" 
 
n_CH4_in=m_CH4_in/MM_CH4*1000 "moles" 
m_H2O_in=(StoC_ratio*n_CH4_in)*MM_H2O/1000 "kg" 
n_H2O_in=m_H2O_in/MM_H2O*1000 "moles" 
 
"Molar extent at equilibrium condition in steam reformer" 
 
n_H2_eq=3*Z_sr+Z_wg "moles" 
n_CO_eq=Z_sr-Z_wg 
n_H2O_eq=n_H2O_in-Z_sr-Z_wg 
n_CH4_eq=n_CH4_in-Z_sr 
n_CO2_eq=Z_wg 
 
n_tot_eq=n_CH4_in+n_H2O_in+2*Z_sr-Z_wg 
 
y_H2=n_H2_eq/n_tot_eq "molar fraction" 
y_CO=n_CO_eq/n_tot_eq 
y_H2O=n_H2O_eq/n_tot_eq 
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y_CH4=n_CH4_eq/n_tot_eq 
y_CO2=n_CO2_eq/n_tot_eq 
 
Kp_sr=((p_sr/p0)^2)*(y_H2^2*y_CO)/(y_CH4*y_H2O) 
Kp_wg=(y_H2^2*y_CO2)/(y_CO*y_H2O) 
 
"Outlet flow from steam reformer = reformate fuel" 
 
MM_H2=2 "kg/kmol" 
MM_CO=28 "kg/kmol" 
MM_CO2=44 "kg/kmol" 
 
m_out=m_CH4_in+m_H2O_in "kg" 
MM_out=y_H2*MM_H2+y_CO*MM_CO+y_CO2*MM_CO2+y_H2O*MM_H2O+y_CH4*MM_CH4 
"kg/kmol" 
 
x_H2=y_H2*MM_H2/MM_out "mass fraction, mass composition of the reformate fuel" 
x_CO=y_CO*MM_CO/MM_out 
x_H2O=y_H2O*MM_H2O/MM_out 
x_CH4=y_CH4*MM_CH4/MM_out 
x_CO2=y_CO2*MM_CO2/MM_out 
 
m_H2_out=x_H2*m_out "kg, mass flow of each component of the reformate fuel" 
m_CO_out=x_CO*m_out 
m_H2O_out=x_H2O*m_out 
m_CH4_out=x_CH4*m_out 
m_CO2_out=x_CO2*m_out 
 
"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the steam reformer conditions 
(J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_out=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_sr)/sinh(C3_H2/T_sr))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_sr)/sinh(C5_H2/
T_sr))^2)/MM_H2  
cp_CO_out=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_sr)/sinh(C3_CO/T_sr))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO/T_sr)/sinh(C5_
CO/T_sr))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_out=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_sr)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_sr))^2+C4_CO2*((C5_CO2/T_sr)/
sinh(C5_CO2/T_sr))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_out=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_sr)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_sr))^2+C4_CH4*((C5_CH4/T_sr)/s
inh(C5_CH4/T_sr))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_out=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_sr)/sinh(C3_st/T_sr))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_sr)/sinh(C5_st/T_sr))
^2)/MM_H2O 
 
cp_out=x_H2*cp_H2_out+x_CO*cp_CO_out+x_CO2*cp_CO2_out+x_CH4*cp_CH4_out+x_H2O*cp_
H2O_out "specific heat of the reformate fuel at the steam reformer conditions" 
 
"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the high temperature water gas shift 
conditions (J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_wg_ht=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_H2/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_wg_
ht)/sinh(C5_H2/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_H2  
cp_CO_wg_ht=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_CO/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO/T_
wg_ht)/sinh(C5_CO/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_wg_ht=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_CO2*((C5_
CO2/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_wg_ht=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_CH4*((C5_
CH4/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_wg_ht=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_st/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_wg_ht)/si
nh(C5_st/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_H2O 
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cp_wg_ht=x_H2*cp_H2_wg_ht+x_CO*cp_CO_wg_ht+x_CO2*cp_CO2_wg_ht+x_CH4*cp_CH4_wg_h
t+x_H2O*cp_H2O_wg_ht "specific heat of the reformate at the high temperature water gas shift 
conditions" 
 
"average specific heat of the reformate fuel during the cooling from the steam reformer to the 
high temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
cp_ave_SRtoWGHT=(cp_out+cp_wg_ht)/2 "J/kg/K" 
Q_rec_bef_htwg=m_out*cp_ave_SRtoWGHT*(T_sr-T_wg_ht)/1000 "kJ, heat recovered by the 
cooling of the reformate fuel between the steam reformer and the high temperature water gas 
shift" 
 
"Energy balance in the steam reforming reactor" 
 
q_sr=206,1 "kJ/mol, energy request for the steam reforming reaction" 
q_wg=41,15 "kJ/mol, energy released by the water gas shift reaction" 
Qth_sr&wg=Z_sr*q_sr-Z_wg*q_wg "kJ, energy balance in the steam reformer---> energy request" 
 
"Requested energy for the preheating of the inflows" 
 
cp_CH4_Tamb=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_amb)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_amb))^2+C4_CH4*((C5_CH4
/T_amb)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_amb))^2)/MM_CH4 "J/kg/K" 
cp_CH4_pheat=(cp_CH4_out+cp_CH4_Tamb)/2 "specific heat of the CH4 during the preheating 
until the steam reformer conditions" 
Q_pheat_CH4=m_CH4_in*cp_CH4_pheat*(T_sr-T_amb)/1000 "kJ, necessary heat for the 
preheating of the CH4" 
 
cp_water=4186 "J/kg/K" 
cl_eva=C1_eva_w*(1-Tr_w)^(C2_eva_w+C3_eva_w*Tr_w+C4_eva_w*Tr_w^2)/MM_H2O "J/kg, 
latent heat of evaporation of water" 
cp_st_eva=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_eva)/sinh(C3_st/T_eva))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_eva)/sinh(C5_st/T_
eva))^2)/MM_H2O "J/kg/K, specific heat of the steam at the evaporation conditions" 
cp_st_av=(cp_st_eva+cp_H2O_out)/2 "average specific heat of the steam during the preheating 
until the steam reformer conditions" 
Q_steam_water=m_H2O_in*cp_water*(T_eva-T_amb)/1000 
Q_steam_eva=m_H2O_in*cl_eva/1000 
Q_steam_heating=m_H2O_in*cp_st_av*(T_sr-T_eva)/1000 
Q_steam=m_H2O_in*(cp_water*(T_eva-T_amb)+cl_eva+cp_st_av*(T_sr-T_eva))/1000 "kJ, 
necessary heat for the production of steam for the steam reformer" 
 
"amount of burned CH4 necessary for providing the required heat to the steam reformer and to 
preheat the inflows" 
 
LHV_CH4=50020 "kJ/kg" 
eta_burner=0,9 
m_CH4_burned=(Qth_sr&wg+Q_steam+Q_pheat_CH4+Q_pheat_CH4bur+Q_pheat_airbur)/LHV_CH
4/eta_burner "kg" 
Q_pheat_CH4bur=m_CH4_burned*cp_CH4_pheat*(T_sr-T_amb)/1000 "kJ" 
 
"combustion exhaust" 
 
" 3% of oxygen has been considered in the dry exhaust of the boiler 
therefore, being the basic reaction: CH4+2n*(O2+(79/21)*N2)-->CO2+2*H2O+(2*n-
2)*O2+2*n*(79/21)*N2 
the excess of air in the combustion follows by:" 
 0,03=(2*n-2)/(1+2*n-2+2*n*79/21) 
"and for every mole of CH4 burned there are:" 
mol_CO2_ex=1 
mol_H2O_ex=2 
mol_O2_ex=2*n-2 
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mol_N2_ex=2*n*79/21 
mol_expermolCH4=mol_CO2_ex+mol_H2O_ex+mol_O2_ex+mol_N2_ex 
 
y_CO2_ex=mol_CO2_ex/mol_expermolCH4  "molar fraction" 
y_H2O_ex=mol_H2O_ex/mol_expermolCH4 
y_O2_ex=mol_O2_ex/mol_expermolCH4 
y_N2_ex=mol_N2_ex/mol_expermolCH4 
 
MM_ex=y_CO2_ex*MM_CO2+y_H2O_ex*MM_H2O+y_O2_ex*MM_O2+y_N2_ex*MM_N2 
 
x_CO2_ex=y_CO2_ex*MM_CO2/MM_ex  "mass fraction" 
x_H2O_ex=y_H2O_ex*MM_H2O/MM_ex 
x_O2_ex=y_O2_ex*MM_O2/MM_ex 
x_N2_ex=y_N2_ex*MM_N2/MM_ex 
 
cp_O2_in_bur=(C1_O2+C2_O2*((C3_O2/T_sr)/sinh(C3_O2/T_sr))^2+C4_O2*((C5_O2/T_sr)/sinh(C5
_O2/T_sr))^2)/MM_O2 
cp_N2_in_bur=(C1_N2+C2_N2*((C3_N2/T_sr)/sinh(C3_N2/T_sr))^2+C4_N2*((C5_N2/T_sr)/sinh(C5_
N2/T_sr))^2)/MM_N2 
 
cp_air_ave_pheat=(cp_air_amb+(0,767*cp_N2_in_bur+0,233*cp_O2_in_bur)) 
Q_pheat_airbur=(m_CH4_burned/MM_CH4)*2*n*28,84*cp_air_ave_pheat*(T_sr-T_amb)/1000 
 
"Recoverable heat from the combustion exhaust" 
 
T_cooled=40+273,15 "K" 
cp_ex_bur=cp_CO2_out*x_CO2_ex+cp_H2O_out*x_H2O_ex+cp_O2_in_bur*x_O2_ex+cp_N2_in_bur
*x_N2_ex "J/kg/K" 
cp_CO2_cooled=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_cooled)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_cooled))^2+C4_CO2*((C5
_CO2/T_cooled)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_cooled))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_H2O_cooled=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_cooled)/sinh(C3_st/T_cooled))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_cooled)/
sinh(C5_st/T_cooled))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_O2_cooled=(C1_O2+C2_O2*((C3_O2/T_cooled)/sinh(C3_O2/T_cooled))^2+C4_O2*((C5_O2/T_c
ooled)/sinh(C5_O2/T_cooled))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_N2_cooled=(C1_N2+C2_N2*((C3_N2/T_cooled)/sinh(C3_N2/T_cooled))^2+C4_N2*((C5_N2/T_co
oled)/sinh(C5_N2/T_cooled))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_ex_cooled=cp_CO2_cooled*x_CO2_ex+cp_H2O_cooled*x_H2O_ex+cp_O2_cooled*x_O2_ex+cp
_N2_cooled*x_N2_ex 
 
cp_ex_ave=(cp_ex_bur+cp_ex_cooled)/2 "J/kg/K" 
Q_rec_ex_ht=(m_CH4_burned/MM_CH4)*mol_expermolCH4*MM_ex*cp_ex_ave*(T_sr-
(420+273,15))/1000 "kJ" 
Q_rec_ex_lt=(m_CH4_burned/MM_CH4)*mol_expermolCH4*MM_ex*cp_ex_ave*((420+273,15)-
T_cooled)/1000 
Q_rec_ex=(m_CH4_burned/MM_CH4)*mol_expermolCH4*MM_ex*cp_ex_ave*(T_sr-T_cooled)/1000 
 
"Reforming efficiency after the reformer" 
 
LHV_H2=119930 "kJ/kg" 
eta_sr=((m_H2_out*LHV_H2)/((m_CH4_in+m_CH4_burned)*LHV_CH4+Q_pheat_CH4+Q_steam)) 
 
 
 
 
"HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER GAS SHIFT REACTOR (HTWGS)" 
 
"Operating conditions of the high temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
T_wg_ht=450+273,15 "K" 
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"Constant of equilibrium of the water gas shift reaction at the operating temperature of  the 
high temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
Kp_wg_ht=10^(A_wg*T_wg_ht^4+B_wg*T_wg_ht^3+C_wg*T_wg_ht^2+D_wg*T_wg_ht+E_wg)  
 
"Molar extent at equilibrium condition in the high temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
n_H2_eq_wg_ht=n_H2_eq+Z_wg_ht "moles" 
n_CO_eq_wg_ht=n_CO_eq-Z_wg_ht  
n_H2O_eq_wg_ht=n_H2O_eq-Z_wg_ht  
n_CH4_eq_wg_ht=n_CH4_eq 
n_CO2_eq_wg_ht=n_CO2_eq+Z_wg_ht  
 
n_tot_eq_wg_ht=n_CH4_eq_wg_ht+n_CO_eq_wg_ht+n_H2O_eq_wg_ht+n_CO2_eq_wg_ht+n_H2_e
q_wg_ht 
 
y_H2_wg_ht=n_H2_eq_wg_ht/n_tot_eq_wg_ht "molar fraction" 
y_CO_wg_ht=n_CO_eq_wg_ht/n_tot_eq_wg_ht 
y_H2O_wg_ht=n_H2O_eq_wg_ht/n_tot_eq_wg_ht 
y_CH4_wg_ht=n_CH4_eq_wg_ht/n_tot_eq_wg_ht 
y_CO2_wg_ht=n_CO2_eq_wg_ht/n_tot_eq_wg_ht 
 
Kp_wg_ht=(y_H2_wg_ht^2*y_CO2_wg_ht)/(y_CO_wg_ht*y_H2O_wg_ht) 
 
 
"Outlet flow from HT water gas shift reactor" 
 
MM_out_wg_ht=y_H2_wg_ht*MM_H2+y_CO_wg_ht*MM_CO+y_CO2_wg_ht*MM_CO2+y_H2O_wg_
ht*MM_H2O+y_CH4_wg_ht*MM_CH4 "kg/kmol" 
 
x_H2_wg_ht=y_H2_wg_ht*MM_H2/MM_out_wg_ht "mass fraction,  mass composition of the 
reformate fuel" 
x_CO_wg_ht=y_CO_wg_ht*MM_CO/MM_out_wg_ht 
x_H2O_wg_ht=y_H2O_wg_ht*MM_H2O/MM_out_wg_ht 
x_CH4_wg_ht=y_CH4_wg_ht*MM_CH4/MM_out_wg_ht 
x_CO2_wg_ht=y_CO2_wg_ht*MM_CO2/MM_out_wg_ht 
 
m_H2_out_wg_ht=x_H2_wg_ht*m_out "kg,  mass flow of each component of the reformate fuel" 
m_CO_out_wg_ht=x_CO_wg_ht*m_out 
m_H2O_out_wg_ht=x_H2O_wg_ht*m_out 
m_CH4_out_wg_ht=x_CH4_wg_ht*m_out 
m_CO2_out_wg_ht=x_CO2_wg_ht*m_out 
 
"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the HT WGS reactor conditions 
(J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_out_wg_ht=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_H2/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_
wg_ht)/sinh(C5_H2/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_H2 
cp_CO_out_wg_ht=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_CO/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO
/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C5_CO/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_out_wg_ht=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_CO2*((
C5_CO2/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_out_wg_ht=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_CH4*((
C5_CH4/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_out_wg_ht=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_wg_ht)/sinh(C3_st/T_wg_ht))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_wg_h
t)/sinh(C5_st/T_wg_ht))^2)/MM_H2O 
 
cp_out_wg_ht=x_H2_wg_ht*cp_H2_out_wg_ht+x_CO_wg_ht*cp_CO_out_wg_ht+x_CO2_wg_ht*cp_
CO2_out_wg_ht+x_CH4_wg_ht*cp_CH4_out_wg_ht+x_H2O_wg_ht*cp_H2O_out_wg_ht 
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"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the LT WGS reactor conditions 
(J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_wg_lt=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_H2/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_wg_lt)/
sinh(C5_H2/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_H2  
cp_CO_wg_lt=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_CO/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO/T_wg
_lt)/sinh(C5_CO/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_wg_lt=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_CO2*((C5_C
O2/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_wg_lt=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_CH4*((C5_CH
4/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_wg_lt=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_st/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_wg_lt)/sinh(
C5_st/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_H2O 
 
cp_wg_lt=x_H2_wg_ht*cp_H2_wg_lt+x_CO_wg_ht*cp_CO_wg_lt+x_CO2_wg_ht*cp_CO2_wg_lt+x_C
H4_wg_ht*cp_CH4_wg_lt+x_H2O_wg_ht*cp_H2O_wg_lt  
 
"average specific heat of the reformate fuel during the cooling from the high temperature water 
gas shift reactor to the low temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
cp_ave_WGHTtoLT=(cp_out_wg_ht+cp_wg_lt)/2 "J/kg/K" 
Q_rec_bef_ltwg=m_out*cp_ave_WGHTtoLT*(T_wg_ht-T_wg_lt)/1000 "kJ,  heat recovered by the 
cooling of the reformate fuel between the high and the low temperature water gas shift 
reactors" 
 
"Energy released by the  high temperature water gas shift reactions" 
 
Qth_wg_ht=Z_wg_ht*q_wg "kJ" 
Qwght_over_mout=Qth_wg_ht/(m_out) "kJ/kg" 
 
"Reforming efficiency after the HTWGS reactor" 
 
eta_wg_ht=((m_H2_out_wg_ht*LHV_H2)/((m_CH4_in+m_CH4_burned)*LHV_CH4)) 
 
 
 
 
"LOW TEMPERATURE WATER GAS SHIFT REACTOR (LTWGS)" 
 
"Operating conditions of the low temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
T_wg_lt=200+273,15 "K" 
 
"Constant of equilibrium of the water gas shift reaction at the operating temperature of  the low 
temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
Kp_wg_lt=10^(A_wg*T_wg_lt^4+B_wg*T_wg_lt^3+C_wg*T_wg_lt^2+D_wg*T_wg_lt+E_wg) 
 
"Molar extent at equilibrium condition in the low temperature water gas shift reactor" 
 
n_H2_eq_wg_lt=n_H2_eq_wg_ht+Z_wg_lt "moles" 
n_CO_eq_wg_lt=n_CO_eq_wg_ht-Z_wg_lt  
n_H2O_eq_wg_lt=n_H2O_eq_wg_ht-Z_wg_lt  
n_CH4_eq_wg_lt=n_CH4_eq_wg_ht 
n_CO2_eq_wg_lt=n_CO2_eq_wg_ht+Z_wg_lt 
 
n_tot_eq_wg_lt=n_CH4_eq_wg_lt+n_CO_eq_wg_lt+n_H2O_eq_wg_lt+n_CO2_eq_wg_lt+n_H2_eq_w
g_lt 
 
y_H2_wg_lt=n_H2_eq_wg_lt/n_tot_eq_wg_lt "molar fraction" 
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y_CO_wg_lt=n_CO_eq_wg_lt/n_tot_eq_wg_lt 
y_H2O_wg_lt=n_H2O_eq_wg_lt/n_tot_eq_wg_lt 
y_CH4_wg_lt=n_CH4_eq_wg_lt/n_tot_eq_wg_lt 
y_CO2_wg_lt=n_CO2_eq_wg_lt/n_tot_eq_wg_lt 
 
Kp_wg_lt=(y_H2_wg_lt^2*y_CO2_wg_lt)/(y_CO_wg_lt*y_H2O_wg_lt) 
 
"Outlet flow from LT water gas shift reactor" 
 
MM_out_wg_lt=y_H2_wg_lt*MM_H2+y_CO_wg_lt*MM_CO+y_CO2_wg_lt*MM_CO2+y_H2O_wg_lt*
MM_H2O+y_CH4_wg_lt*MM_CH4 "kg/kmol" 
 
x_H2_wg_lt=y_H2_wg_lt*MM_H2/MM_out_wg_lt "mass fraction,  mass composition of the 
reformate fuel" 
x_CO_wg_lt=y_CO_wg_lt*MM_CO/MM_out_wg_lt 
x_H2O_wg_lt=y_H2O_wg_lt*MM_H2O/MM_out_wg_lt 
x_CH4_wg_lt=y_CH4_wg_lt*MM_CH4/MM_out_wg_lt 
x_CO2_wg_lt=y_CO2_wg_lt*MM_CO2/MM_out_wg_lt 
 
m_H2_out_wg_lt=x_H2_wg_lt*m_out "kg,  mass flow of each component of the reformate fuel" 
m_CO_out_wg_lt=x_CO_wg_lt*m_out 
m_H2O_out_wg_lt=x_H2O_wg_lt*m_out 
m_CH4_out_wg_lt=x_CH4_wg_lt*m_out 
m_CO2_out_wg_lt=x_CO2_wg_lt*m_out 
 
"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the LT WGS reactor conditions 
(J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_out_wg_lt=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_H2/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_wg
_lt)/sinh(C5_H2/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_H2  
cp_CO_out_wg_lt=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_CO/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO/T
_wg_lt)/sinh(C5_CO/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_out_wg_lt=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_CO2*((C
5_CO2/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_out_wg_lt=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_CH4*((C5
_CH4/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_out_wg_lt=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_wg_lt)/sinh(C3_st/T_wg_lt))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_wg_lt)/s
inh(C5_st/T_wg_lt))^2)/MM_H2O 
 
cp_out_wg_lt=x_H2_wg_lt*cp_H2_out_wg_lt+x_CO_wg_lt*cp_CO_out_wg_lt+x_CO2_wg_lt*cp_CO2
_out_wg_lt+x_CH4_wg_lt*cp_CH4_out_wg_lt+x_H2O_wg_lt*cp_H2O_out_wg_lt  
 
"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the PROX reactor conditions 
(J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_prox=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_prox)/sinh(C3_H2/T_prox))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_prox)/sinh
(C5_H2/T_prox))^2)/MM_H2  
cp_CO_prox=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_prox)/sinh(C3_CO/T_prox))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO/T_prox)/
sinh(C5_CO/T_prox))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_prox=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_prox)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_prox))^2+C4_CO2*((C5_CO2/
T_prox)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_prox))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_prox=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_prox)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_prox))^2+C4_CH4*((C5_CH4/
T_prox)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_prox))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_prox=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_prox)/sinh(C3_st/T_prox))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_prox)/sinh(C5_
st/T_prox))^2)/MM_H2O 
 
cp_prox=x_H2_wg_lt*cp_H2_prox+x_CO_wg_lt*cp_CO_prox+x_CO2_wg_lt*cp_CO2_prox+x_CH4_w
g_lt*cp_CH4_prox+x_H2O_wg_lt*cp_H2O_prox 
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"average specific heat of the reformate fuel during the cooling from the low temperature water 
gas shift reactor to the PROX reactor" 
 
cp_ave_WGLTtoPROX=(cp_out_wg_lt+cp_prox)/2 "J/kg/K" 
Q_rec_bef_prox=m_out*cp_ave_WGLTtoPROX*(T_wg_lt-T_prox)/1000 "kJ, heat recovered by the 
cooling of the reformate fuel between the low temperature water gas shift reactor and the 
PROX reactor" 
 
"Energy released by the  low temperature water gas shift reactions" 
 
Qth_wg_lt=Z_wg_lt*q_wg "kJ" 
Qwglt_over_mout=Qth_wg_lt/(m_out) "kJ/kg" 
 
"Reforming efficiency after the LTWGS reactor" 
 
eta_wg_lt=((m_H2_out_wg_lt*LHV_H2)/((m_CH4_in+m_CH4_burned)*LHV_CH4)) 
 
 
 
 
"PREFERENTIAL OXIDATION REACTOR (PROX)" 
 
"Operating conditions of the PROX reactor" 
 
T_prox=120+273,15 "K" 
p_prox=p_sr-0,06 "bar" 
 
"Flows of reactants at the entrance of the PROX reactor" 
 
MM_O2=32 "kg/kmol" 
MM_N2=28 
n_O2_in=n_CO_eq_wg_lt/2 " moles" 
n_N2_in=79/21*n_O2_in 
m_O2_in=n_O2_in*MM_O2/1000 "kg" 
m_N2_in=n_N2_in*MM_N2/1000 
m_air_prox=m_O2_in+m_N2_in 
 
"Mass flow of the reformate fuel at the exit of the PROX reactor" 
 
m_out_prox=m_out+m_O2_in+m_N2_in 
 
"Constant of equilibrium of the PROX reaction at the operating temperature of  the PROX 
reactor" 
 
Kp_prox=1,18e12 "assumed in order to have a negligible fraction of CO in the reformate fuel"  
 
"Molar extent at equilibrium condition in PROX reactor" 
 
n_H2_eq_prox=n_H2_eq_wg_lt "moles" 
n_CO_eq_prox=n_CO_eq_wg_lt-Z_prox  
n_H2O_eq_prox=n_H2O_eq_wg_lt  
n_CH4_eq_prox=n_CH4_eq_wg_lt 
n_CO2_eq_prox=n_CO2_eq_wg_lt+Z_prox 
n_O2_eq_prox=n_O2_in-0,5*Z_prox 
n_N2_eq_prox=n_N2_in 
 
n_tot_eq_prox=n_CH4_eq_prox+n_CO_eq_prox+n_H2O_eq_prox+n_CO2_eq_prox+n_H2_eq_prox+
n_O2_eq_prox+n_N2_eq_prox 
 
y_H2_prox=n_H2_eq_prox/n_tot_eq_prox "molar fraction" 
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y_CO_prox=n_CO_eq_prox/n_tot_eq_prox 
y_H2O_prox=n_H2O_eq_prox/n_tot_eq_prox 
y_CH4_prox=n_CH4_eq_prox/n_tot_eq_prox 
y_CO2_prox=n_CO2_eq_prox/n_tot_eq_prox 
y_O2_prox=n_O2_eq_prox/n_tot_eq_prox 
y_N2_prox=n_N2_eq_prox/n_tot_eq_prox 
 
Kp_prox=((p_prox/p0)^(-0,5))*(y_CO2_prox)/(y_CO_prox*y_O2_prox^(1/2)) 
 
"Outlet flow from PROX reactor" 
 
MM_out_prox=y_H2_prox*MM_H2+y_CO_prox*MM_CO+y_CO2_prox*MM_CO2+y_H2O_prox*MM_
H2O+y_CH4_prox*MM_CH4+y_O2_prox*MM_O2+y_N2_prox*MM_N2 "kg/kmol" 
 
x_H2_prox=y_H2_prox*MM_H2/MM_out_prox "mass fraction,  mass composition of the reformate 
fuel" 
x_CO_prox=y_CO_prox*MM_CO/MM_out_prox 
x_H2O_prox=y_H2O_prox*MM_H2O/MM_out_prox 
x_CH4_prox=y_CH4_prox*MM_CH4/MM_out_prox 
x_CO2_prox=y_CO2_prox*MM_CO2/MM_out_prox 
x_O2_prox=y_O2_prox*MM_O2/MM_out_prox 
x_N2_prox=y_N2_prox*MM_N2/MM_out_prox 
 
m_H2_out_prox=x_H2_prox*m_out_prox "kg, mass flow of each component of the reformate 
fuel" 
m_CO_out_prox=x_CO_prox*m_out_prox 
m_H2O_out_prox=x_H2O_prox*m_out_prox 
m_CH4_out_prox=x_CH4_prox*m_out_prox 
m_CO2_out_prox=x_CO2_prox*m_out_prox 
m_O2_out_prox=x_O2_prox*m_out_prox 
m_N2_out_prox=x_N2_prox*m_out_prox 
 
"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the PROX reactor conditions 
(J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_out_prox=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_prox)/sinh(C3_H2/T_prox))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_prox)
/sinh(C5_H2/T_prox))^2)/MM_H2  
cp_CO_out_prox=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_prox)/sinh(C3_CO/T_prox))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO/T_pr
ox)/sinh(C5_CO/T_prox))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_out_prox=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_prox)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_prox))^2+C4_CO2*((C5_
CO2/T_prox)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_prox))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_out_prox=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_prox)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_prox))^2+C4_CH4*((C5_C
H4/T_prox)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_prox))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_out_prox=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_prox)/sinh(C3_st/T_prox))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_prox)/sinh
(C5_st/T_prox))^2)/MM_H2O 
cp_O2_out_prox=(C1_O2+C2_O2*((C3_O2/T_prox)/sinh(C3_O2/T_prox))^2+C4_O2*((C5_O2/T_prox
)/sinh(C5_O2/T_prox))^2)/MM_O2 
cp_N2_out_prox=(C1_N2+C2_N2*((C3_N2/T_prox)/sinh(C3_N2/T_prox))^2+C4_N2*((C5_N2/T_prox)
/sinh(C5_N2/T_prox))^2)/MM_N2 
 
cp_out_prox=x_H2_prox*cp_H2_out_prox+x_CO_prox*cp_CO_out_prox+x_CO2_prox*cp_CO2_out_
prox+x_CH4_prox*cp_CH4_out_prox+x_H2O_prox*cp_H2O_out_prox+x_O2_prox*cp_O2_out_prox+
x_N2_prox*cp_N2_out_prox 
 
"specific heat of each component of the reformate fuel at the PEMFCs conditions 
(J/kmol/K)/(kg/kmol)=J/kg/K" 
 
cp_H2_pem=(C1_H2+C2_H2*((C3_H2/T_pem)/sinh(C3_H2/T_pem))^2+C4_H2*((C5_H2/T_pem)/sinh
(C5_H2/T_pem))^2)/MM_H2  
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cp_CO_pem=(C1_CO+C2_CO*((C3_CO/T_pem)/sinh(C3_CO/T_pem))^2+C4_CO*((C5_CO/T_pem)/
sinh(C5_CO/T_pem))^2)/MM_CO 
cp_CO2_pem=(C1_CO2+C2_CO2*((C3_CO2/T_pem)/sinh(C3_CO2/T_pem))^2+C4_CO2*((C5_CO2/
T_pem)/sinh(C5_CO2/T_pem))^2)/MM_CO2 
cp_CH4_pem=(C1_CH4+C2_CH4*((C3_CH4/T_pem)/sinh(C3_CH4/T_pem))^2+C4_CH4*((C5_CH4/
T_pem)/sinh(C5_CH4/T_pem))^2)/MM_CH4 
cp_H2O_pem=(C1_st+C2_st*((C3_st/T_pem)/sinh(C3_st/T_pem))^2+C4_st*((C5_st/T_pem)/sinh(C5_
st/T_pem))^2)/MM_H2O 
cp_O2_pem=(C1_O2+C2_O2*((C3_O2/T_pem)/sinh(C3_O2/T_pem))^2+C4_O2*((C5_O2/T_pem)/sin
h(C5_O2/T_pem))^2)/MM_O2 
cp_N2_pem=(C1_N2+C2_N2*((C3_N2/T_pem)/sinh(C3_N2/T_pem))^2+C4_N2*((C5_N2/T_pem)/sinh
(C5_N2/T_pem))^2)/MM_N2 
 
cp_pem=x_H2_prox*cp_H2_pem+x_CO_prox*cp_CO_pem+x_CO2_prox*cp_CO2_pem+x_CH4_prox
*cp_CH4_pem+x_H2O_prox*cp_H2O_pem+x_O2_prox*cp_O2_pem+x_N2_prox*cp_N2_pem 
 
 "average specific heat of the reformate fuel during the cooling from the PROX reactor to the 
PEMFCs" 
 
T_FC=70+273,15 "K, operating temperature of the PEMFCs" 
T_pem=T_FC 
cp_ave_PROXtopem=(cp_out_prox+cp_pem)/2 "J/kg/K" 
Q_rec_bef_FCs=m_out_prox*cp_ave_PROXtopem*(T_prox-T_pem)/1000 "kJ, heat recovered by 
the cooling of the reformate fuel between the PROX reactor and the PEMFCs" 
 
"Energy released by the  PROX reactions" 
 
q_prox=152,56 "kJ/mol" 
Qth_prox=Z_prox*q_prox-Q_pheat_air "kJ" 
Qprox_over_moutprox=Qth_prox/m_out_prox "kJ/kg" 
 
"Requested energy for the preheating of the inflows" 
 
cp_O2_amb=(C1_O2+C2_O2*((C3_O2/T_amb)/sinh(C3_O2/T_amb))^2+C4_O2*((C5_O2/T_amb)/sin
h(C5_O2/T_amb))^2)/MM_O2 "J/kg/K" 
cp_N2_amb=(C1_N2+C2_N2*((C3_N2/T_amb)/sinh(C3_N2/T_amb))^2+C4_N2*((C5_N2/T_amb)/sinh
(C5_N2/T_amb))^2)/MM_N2 
cp_air_amb=(cp_O2_amb*0,233+cp_N2_amb*0,767) 
cp_air_prox=(cp_O2_out_prox*0,233+cp_N2_out_prox*0,767) 
cp_air_pheat=(cp_air_prox+cp_air_amb)/2 
Q_pheat_air=(m_O2_in+m_N2_in)*cp_air_pheat*(T_prox-T_amb)/1000 "kJ" 
m_airprox_over_moutwglt=m_air_prox/m_out 
 
"Reforming efficiency after the PROX reactor = overall reforming efficiency" 
 
eta_prox=((m_H2_out_prox*LHV_H2)/((m_CH4_in+m_CH4_burned)*LHV_CH4)) 
 
 
 
 
"OVERALL ENERGY BALANCE-LOW EFFICIENCY CONFIGURATION" 
 
E_tot_in=(m_CH4_in+m_CH4_burned)*LHV_CH4 "kJ" 
Q_required=Qth_sr&wg+Q_steam+Q_pheat_CH4+Q_pheat_CH4bur+Q_pheat_airbur 
Q_rec_tot=Q_rec_ex+Q_rec_bef_htwg+Qth_wg_ht+Q_rec_bef_ltwg+Qth_wg_lt+Q_rec_bef_prox+Qth
_prox+Q_rec_bef_FCs 
E_H2_out=m_H2_out_prox*LHV_H2 
E_tot_out=E_H2_out+Q_rec_tot 
 
"Overall efficiency" 
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eta_tot_H2=E_H2_out/E_tot_in "reforming efficiency" 
eta_tot_th=Q_rec_tot/E_tot_in "thermal efficiency" 
eta_tot_H2&th=E_tot_out/E_tot_in "global efficiency" 
 
 
"OVERALL ENERGY BALANCE-HIGH EFFICIENCY CONFIGURATION" 
 
m_CH4_burned#=2/3*m_CH4_burned "kg" 
E_tot_in#=(m_CH4_in+m_CH4_burned#)*LHV_CH4 "kJ" 
Q_rec_tot#=Q_rec_ex+Q_rec_bef_htwg+Qth_wg_ht+Q_rec_bef_ltwg+Qth_wg_lt+Q_rec_bef_prox+Qt
h_prox+Q_rec_bef_FCs-1/3*Q_required 
E_tot_out#=E_H2_out+Q_rec_tot# 
 
"Overall efficiency" 
 
eta_tot_H2#=E_H2_out/E_tot_in# "reforming efficiency" 
eta_tot_th#=Q_rec_tot#/E_tot_in# "thermal efficiency" 
eta_tot_H2&th#=E_tot_out#/E_tot_in# "global efficiency" 
 
 
 
 
" FC SYSSTEM" 
 
"dry fuel at the entrance of the PEMFC system" 
 
n_tot_dryfuel=n_tot_eq_prox-n_H2O_eq_prox "moles" 
m_dryfuel=m_out_prox-m_H2O_out_prox "kg" 
HR_fuel=m_H2O_out_prox/m_dryfuel 
p_sat=exp(-5800,2206*T_FC^(-1)+1,3914993-0,048640239*T_FC+0,41764768*10^(-4)*T_FC^2-
0,14452093*10^(-7)*T_FC^3+6,5459673*LN(T_FC)) "Pa" 
p_FC=104300 
HR_fuel_sat=MM_H2O/MM_dryfuel*p_sat/(p_FC-p_sat) 
 
y_H2_dryfuel=n_H2_eq_prox/n_tot_dryfuel "molar fraction" 
y_CO_dryfuel=n_CO_eq_prox/n_tot_dryfuel 
y_CH4_dryfuel=n_CH4_eq_prox/n_tot_dryfuel 
y_CO2_dryfuel=n_CO2_eq_prox/n_tot_dryfuel 
y_O2_dryfuel=n_O2_eq_prox/n_tot_dryfuel 
y_N2_dryfuel=n_N2_eq_prox/n_tot_dryfuel 
 
MM_dryfuel=y_H2_dryfuel*MM_H2+y_CO_dryfuel*MM_CO+y_CO2_dryfuel*MM_CO2+y_CH4_dryfue
l*MM_CH4+y_O2_dryfuel*MM_O2+y_N2_dryfuel*MM_N2 "kg/kmol" 
 
x_H2_dryfuel=y_H2_dryfuel*MM_H2/MM_dryfuel "mass fraction" 
x_CO_dryfuel=y_CO_dryfuel*MM_CO/MM_dryfuel 
x_CH4_dryfuel=y_CH4_dryfuel*MM_CH4/MM_dryfuel 
x_CO2_dryfuel=y_CO2_dryfuel*MM_CO2/MM_dryfuel 
x_O2_dryfuel=y_O2_dryfuel*MM_O2/MM_dryfuel 
x_N2_dryfuel=y_N2_dryfuel*MM_N2/MM_dryfuel 
 
cp_dryfuel=x_H2_dryfuel*cp_H2_pem+x_CO_dryfuel*cp_CO_pem+x_CO2_dryfuel*cp_CO2_pem+x_
CH4_dryfuel*cp_CH4_pem+x_O2_dryfuel*cp_O2_pem+x_N2_dryfuel*cp_N2_pem "J/kg/K" 
 
 
 
 
 
"Other used constant" 
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"coefficients for the calculation of specific heat" 
 
C1_H2=0,27617e5 
C2_H2=0,0956e5 
C3_H2=2,466e3 
C4_H2=0,0376e5 
C5_H2=567,6 
 
C1_CO=0,29108e5 
C2_CO=0,08773e5 
C3_CO=3,0851e3 
C4_CO=0,084553e5 
C5_CO=1538,2 
 
C1_CO2=0,2937e5 
C2_CO2=0,3454e5 
C3_CO2=1,428e3 
C4_CO2=0,264e5 
C5_CO2=588 
 
C1_CH4=0,33298e5 
C2_CH4=0,79933e5 
C3_CH4=2,0869e3 
C4_CH4=0,41602e5 
C5_CH4=991,96 
 
C1_st=0,33363e5 
C2_st=0,2679e5 
C3_st=2,6105e3 
C4_st=0,08896e5 
C5_st=1169 
 
C1_eva_w=5,2053e7 
C2_eva_w=0,3199 
C3_eva_w=-0,212 
C4_eva_w=0,25795 
Tc_w=647,096 
T_eva=100+273,15 
Tr_w=T_eva/Tc_w 
 
C1_O2=0,29103e5 
C2_O2=0,1004e5 
C3_O2=2,5265e3 
C4_O2=0,09356e5 
C5_O2=1153,8 
 
C1_N2=0,29105e5 
C2_N2=0,086149e5 
C3_N2=1,7016e3 
C4_N2=0,0010347e5 
C5_N2=909,79 

 

Riferimenti a equazioni nel testo 

2.4 (1) – 3.3 (2) – 4.1.5 (4) 


